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Abstract. Image demoiréing is a particular example of a picture restoration problem. Moiré is an
interference pattern generated by overlaying similar but slightly offset templates.

In this paper, we present a deep learning based algorithm to reduce moiré disruptions. The proposed
solution contains an explanation of the cross-sampling procedure – the training dataset management
method which was optimized according to limited computing resources.

Suggested neural network architecture is based on Attention U-Net structure. It is an exceptionally
effective model which was not proposed before in image demoiréing systems. The greatest improvement
of this model in comparison to U-Net network is the implementation of attention gates. These additional
computing operations make the algorithm more focused on target structures.

We also examined three MSE and SSIM based loss functions. The SSIM index is used to predict
the perceived quality of digital images and videos. A similar approach was applied in various computer
vision areas.

The author’s main contributions to the image demoiréing problem contain the use of the novel
architecture for this task, innovative two-part loss function, and the untypical use of the cross-sampling
training procedure.
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1. Introduction

Image demoiréing is a relatively new issue in the field of Computer Vision (CV). Essen-
tially, it is a specific case of picture restoration. The problem of moiré fringes appears
when an opaque ruled pattern with transparent gaps is overlaid on another similar pat-
tern. For this kind of interference pattern to emerge, the two patterns must not be
completely identical, but one should be slightly geometrically transformed with respect
to the other, or should have a slightly dissimilar pitch. Moiré patterns appear e.g. in
digital photography and television. In the first example, it occurs when a pattern on
an object being photographed interferes with the shape of the light sensors to generate
undesirable artifacts. The term originates from the French noun moiré, a type of textile,
traditionally made of silk (now also cotton or synthetic material) with a rippled appear-
ance. Examples of images from ultra-high-definition demoiréing dataset (UHDM) [27]
with moiré fringes are depicted in Fig. 1.

Nowadays, taking photos of electronic displays is a common way of transferring im-
age data and it is widely practiced in industries and everyday life. Because of signal
interference between the pixel matrix of the display screen and the Bayer filters (color
filter arrays (CFA) for arranging RGB color filters on a square grid of photosensors)
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4 Attention-based U-Net for image demoiréing

Fig. 1. Moiré examples from UHDM database [27]. Images with moiré patterns are presented on the
left. On the right images without disruption are shown.

in a camera sensor objectionable moiré patterns significantly disrupt captured screen
images. In this work, we tackle the problem of deep learning-based image demoiréing
capable of improving the quality of such images.

Recently, deep neural network-based solutions achieve great results in many CV-
related problems. Various image restoration and image deblurring issues were resolved
with the help of these machine learning algorithms. The presented approach is based
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on a type of U-Net convolutional neural network (CNN) [18]. The network consists
of two main paths (a contracting path and an expansive path) which gives it the u-
shaped architecture. Each contracting path is followed by blocks of activation functions
and max pooling operations. As a result, the spatial information is reduced while the
feature information is increased. The second path is intended to reverse this state. It is
a particular example of the symmetrical autoencoder architecture.

The author’s main contributions to the image demoiréing problem are the proposal
of an unused before and highly efficient architecture, the presentation of a loss function
implementation which is innovative for this area, and the untypical use of the cross-
sampling training procedure.

1.1. Related Works

Leading architectures dedicated to image deblurring and image restoration are built
on straight deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) [2, 13], generative adversar-
ial networks (GANs) [11, 23], Transformer-based blocks [21, 25, 28] and U-Net-shaped
hierarchical structures [22].

In the context of real-world (nonsynthetic) moiré removal, the number of studies is
meaningfully lower. The first real-world committed dataset was proposed in [26] (the
dataset is available from [20]) where authors used a multiresolution fully convolutional
neural network. In other papers, a dynamic feature encoding module [8] and a novel
multiscale bandpass convolutional neural networks were also suggested [29]. The al-
gorithms strictly dedicated to high-resolution images analysis are also available – the
multi-stage framework FHDe2Net [4] was applied to 1080p resolution image demoiréing
on the FHDMi database and the ESDNet [27] architecture was Performed well trained
and performed well on UHDM dataset. The first mentioned framework consists of two
branches. The global to local cascades branch removes moiré patterns from the picture
while the other part of the structure conserves high-resolution details. The second so-
lution is based on a semantic-aligned scale-aware module to address the scale variation
of moiré patterns. Most of the proposed deep learning algorithms have high computa-
tional complexity. We focused on developing a lightweight and effective model on lower
resolution images (512 · 512) to balance computational costs.

To solve the considered problem we propose a special variant of the U-Net architec-
ture [18]. It is a convolutional network originally designed for biomedical image segmen-
tation. The network is fast and it was successfully adopted in different areas of CV, like
super-resolution [9, 12], depth estimation [1, 6] and image denoising [5]. In our research
we used the Attention U-Net [14] – the U-Net-type architecture with attention gates ap-
plied. These extra operations automatically learn to focus on target structures without
additional supervision. The concept comes from Natural Language Processing (NLP)
for image captioning [3]. In this paper, we present our training procedure methods and
our results achieved on the test datasets.
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2. Experimental setup

2.1. Datasets

As there are few papers addressing the image demoiréing problem, there are also not too
many datasets for this task. Most of them are generated by moiré promoted software.
However, for some time real-world data is also available.

2.1.1. UHDM

The UHDM dataset [27] is a collection of ultra-high-definition images. It contains 5,000
pairs of images in resolution 4032 ·3024 and 4624 ·3274. The dataset was collected using
various mobile phones which affects resolution and quality diversity. To produce realistic
moiré images, authors shoot clean pictures displayed on the screen with a phone camera
, and the phone was fixed on a smartphone gimbal, which allows them to conveniently
and flexibly adjust the camera view through its control button. UHDM is randomly split
into 4,500 pairs for the training procedure and 500 pairs for validation. In our research
we used the same distribution of subsets.

2.1.2. TIP2018

Authors of the frequently cited publication [26] created a benchmark of 135 000 image
pairs available from [20]. Collected images have a wide variety of moiré effects. Each
pair contains an image contaminated with a moiré pattern and its corresponding uncon-
taminated reference image. Image references are enhanced with a black border which
is explained by the observation that dark colors are least affected by the moiré effect.
Displayed images were captured using a mobile phone. 90% of images are used as the
training set and 10% are used for validation and testing. During the validation, we used
these data to tune the parameters of a classifier when the test is executed to assess the
final performance [17]. We kept these proportions.

2.2. Proposed methods

2.2.1. Attention U-Net

In our research, we proposed widely respected Attention U-Net architecture [14]. The
algorithm uses self-attention gating modules that can be utilized in CNN-based standard
image analysis models for dense label predictions.

Mentioned gates are located in the standard U-Net architecture to highlight salient
features that are passed through the skip connections. Attention gates filter the neuron
activation during backward and forward passes to down-weighted background regions
and up-weighted spatial regions which are more relevant for a given problem.

This kind of neural network architecture has been never successfully used before in
image demoiréing or image restoration tasks.
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2.2.2. Loss function

In this paper, three loss functions are considered. First, we applied the mean squared
error (MSE) function which measures the average squared difference between the esti-
mated values and the actual value. Later, we experimented with combinations of MSE
loss and the structural similarity index measure (SSIM) loss [24]. We defined the second
one as the SSIM value according to (1). The SSIM measure is used to assess the per-
ceived quality of digital images and videos. The SSIM value remains between −1 and 1.
A value closer to 1 indicates better image quality. A similar approach was used in depth
estimation models [1] where authors empirically found and set 0.1 as a reasonable weight
for MSE part in the loss formula. We decided to start from the same value which might
be understood as a significant approximation. Achieved results were compared also with
the ten times bigger MSE-part multiplier. To determine the most accurate value the re-
markably wider range should be considered. Because of technical limitations, we decided
to investigate just these two cases. In [15] the author compares similarity and distance
measures. The author showed and explained the theoretical similarities between SSIM
and MSE functions which depend on the same parameters. Nevertheless, the experimen-
tal simulations showed a great difference between these two metrics. It can be observed
that MSE is quite insensitive to all types of distortions while SSIM responds considerably
to even minor blurriness and noise changes. By combining these two methods we can
control more output image parameters.

The equations crucial for our computations are presented below.

SSIM(x, y) =
(2µxµy + C1) + (2σxy + C2)

(µ2
x + µ2

y + C1)(σ2
x + σ2

y + C2)
, (1)

where:

µx – the pixel sample mean of x,

µy – the pixel sample mean of y,

σ2
x – the variance of x,

σ2
y – the variance of y,

σxy – the variance of x and y,

C1, C2 – two variables to stabilize the division with weak denominator.

MSE(x, y) =
1

n

∑
n

(xn − yn)
2 , (2)

where:

n – number of pixels,

xn – ground truth pixel,

yn – predicted pixel.
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LSSIM(x, y) = 1− SSIM(x, y) . (3)

During experiments we applied and analysed three loss functions described by (4-6).

L1(x, y) = MSE(x, y) , (4)

L2(x, y) = 0.1 ·MSE(x, y) + LSSIM(x, y) , (5)

L3(x, y) = MSE(x, y) + LSSIM(x, y) . (6)

2.2.3. Training procedures

To train our implemented solutions we used ADAM optimizer [10]. It is an algorithm
for first-order gradient-based optimization of stochastic objective functions. The method
is efficient and requires less memory than fundamental stochastic gradient descent. The
training lasted 100 epochs and every single training epoch was followed by validation.
During the validation SSIM and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) metrics were moni-
tored. The equation for PSNR is shown below.

PSNR(x, y) = 20 · log10(Imax)− 10 · 10 log10(MSE(x, y)) (7)

where:

Imax – the maximum possible pixel value of the image. When the pixels are represented
using 8 bits per sample, this is 255.

To reduce computational costs we decided to use a cross-sampling technique. It is a
method used for balancing uneven or extensive datasets. During the training, we used all
elements from the UHDM training set and only 15 500 elements from TIP2018 training
set. After every epoch, the elements from the second-mentioned set were randomly
drawn. For comparison, we also trained one particular model on the whole training
dataset.

As a result of time-consuming prevention, the resolution of the whole collected
database (UHDM and TIP2018) was reduced to a dimension of 512 · 512 pixels. Tests
and validations were made on the UHDM and the TIP2018 datasets separately. During
the examination of our methods, the testing resolution also decreased to 512 · 512. The
final comparison with other algorithms was made on the images with original resolution.

We implemented our proposed network using PyTorch [16] and it was trained on the
NVIDIA TITAN V100 GPU with 32GB memory.
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3. Experimental results

3.1. Loss functions comparison

During epochs validating we monitored two main metrics: SSIM and PSNR. These two
measuring tools are widely used in image quality assessment. To minimize computational
costs we decided to use the cross-sampling method in experiments with loss functions.

In Figs. 2a and b we can see how the validation metrics change in the training time
for the UHDM validation dataset.

We can observe that by optimizing SSIM value – PSNR value increases slower than
without using SSIM-related loss function. It is explained by strong PSNR-MSE relation
which is presented in [15]. The two-part loss function minimizes MSE less efficiently
which is a necessary compromise if we want to maximize the SSIM measure. It is
a newer measurement tool that is designed based on three main factors, i.e., luminance,
contrast, and structure to better suit the operation of the human visual system [19].

Validation measures in function of epochs for the TIP2018 validation set are depicted
in Figs. 3a and b.

A similar tendency of the SSIM-PSNR dependence can be observed but the propor-
tions are slightly different. It is observed that with decreasing MSE part in the MSE –
SSIM combinational function – PSNR increase.

All results for test datasets are located in the Table 1. According these results, the
most proficient loss function is 0.1 · MSE+SSIM which achieves the best results with
SSIM measure for both datasets. On the other hand, the PSNR was not so underval-
ued as using MSE+SSIM minimizing. Choosing the most accurate loss function should
depend on task specification but we present the pros and cons of these calculations.

a b

Fig. 2. Validating with two measures in function of epochs for the UHDM validation dataset: (a) with
SSIM; (b) with PSNR. Graph color represents the loss function applied.
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a b

Fig. 3. Validating with two measures in function of epochs for the TIP2018 validation dataset: (a) with
SSIM; (b) with PSNR. Graph color represents the loss function applied.

The presented SSIM-related loss function includes point-wise differences but also opti-
mizes the process of distortion removal by looking at regions around each point. For the
optimization of the algorithm to be better suited to the operation of the human visual
system, we recommend the proposed cost function.

3.2. Influence of the cross-sampling implementation

We examined the influence of the cross-sampling method which reduced the training time
almost eight times. Because of a lack of resources was decided to train the model on
full TIP2018 and UHDM datasets just once. We made decision to use 0.1 ·MSE+SSIM
loss function to perform it. Later we compared the achieved measures with the cross-
sampling method.

Tab. 1. Final metrics for different datasets and loss functions.

DATASET METRIC LOSS FUNCTION VALUE
UHDM SSIM MSE 0.77

0.1 ·MSE+LSSIM 0.80
MSE+LSSIM 0.79

PSNR MSE 19.80
0.1 ·MSE+LSSIM 19.31

MSE+LSSIM 19.23
TIP2018 SSIM MSE 0.90

0.1 ·MSE+LSSIM 0.91
MSE+LSSIM 0.91

PSNR MSE 27.94
0.1 ·MSE+LSSIM 27.46

MSE+LSSIM 27.18
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a b

Fig. 4. Validating with two measures in function of epochs for the UHDM validation dataset: (a) with
SSIM; (b) with PSNR. Graph color represents the loss function applied.

a b

Fig. 5. Validating with two measures in function of epochs for the TIP2018 validation dataset: (a) with
SSIM; (b) with PSNR. Graph color represents the loss function applied.

Charts with measures in the function of epoch iterations for the UHDM dataset are
presented in Figs. 4a and b.

It can be noticed that differentials and rate of increase of the SSIM measure are
similar for both methods. The correlation between PSNR measures is shaped differently
and obtained efficiency gap is narrowed.

The corresponding charts for the TIP2018 dataset are shown in Figs. 5a and b.

Accurate results for both discussed training methods are presented in the Tab. 2.

We provided two versions of our model: cross-sampled Attention U-net for image
demoiréing (cs-AUid) and Attention U-net for image demoiréing (AUid). The first
solution is much less time-consuming and easier to train while the second one achieves
better results.
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Tab. 2. Comparison of the cross-sampling method and full-dataset training metrics.

DATASET METRIC CROSS-SAMPLING VALUE

UHDM
SSIM

YES 0.80
NO 0.82

PSNR
YES 19.31
NO 19.48

TIP2018
SSIM

YES 0.91
NO 0.94

PSNR
YES 27.46
NO 28.58

3.3. Comparison with other algorithms

In Tab. 3 we presented our results in comparison with the best available and documented
solutions. Based on the following outcome, we can conclude that our method outperforms
most of the other techniques in SSIM metric. We can suspect that it is an advantage
of the relatively innovative loss function and efficient Attention U-Net algorithm. The
results of cs-AUid model might be considered as a satisfying replacement that can easily
be trained even with second-rate computational resources. It is less time-consuming and
based on effective training procedures.

Notwithstanding, we need to remember that results presented in the previous chapter
were obtained for a resolution 512 · 512. For scientific cases, we tested our trained model
also on the benchmark images with a much higher number of image pixels.

In Figs. 6 and 7 the examples of the model outcome are shown. The images were
made with our cs-AUid approach. We can observe that moiré is barely visible.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a convolutional neural network based Attention U-Net for
image demoiréing. We presented two training procedures and we analyzed three loss
functions. Our innovation lies in efficient datasets management and proper architecture
choice. Our solution might be interpreted as an efficient alternative for more complex
and time-consuming models.

Tab. 3. Comparison with other state-of-the-art algorithms. cs-AUid corresponds to cross-sampling
method while AUid means large dataset used in the training. Both models were trained
with 0.1 ·MSE+LSSIM loss function. Compared solutions: TIP2018 [20], MopNet [7],
MBCNN [29], FHDe2Net [4], ESDNet-L [27].

DATASET MEASURE INPUT TIP2018 MopNet MBCNN FHDe2Net ESDNet-L cs-AUid AUid
SSIM 0.51 0.76 0.76 0.79 0.75 0.80 0.76 0.78

UHDM
PSNR 17.12 19.91 19.49 21.41 20.34 22.42 18.20 18.25
SSIM 0.74 0.87 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.92 0.88 0.90

TIP2018
PSNR 20.30 26.77 27.75 30.03 27.78 30.11 26.03 26.82

Number of parameters (millions) 1.4 58.6 15.2 13.6 10.6 6.4 6.4
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Fig. 6. Examples of images from UHDM dataset. From left: moiréd image, original image, demoiréd
image (cs-AUid output).
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Fig. 7. Examples of images from TIP2018 dataset. Image references are enhanced with a black border
which is explained by the observation that dark colors are least affected by the moiré effect.
From left: moiréd image, original image, demoiréd image (cs-AUid output).
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The next part of the research should be adapting models for higher resolutions.
Presented models were trained and validated on the 512 · 512 pixel maps. Basing on
the results collected in Tab. 3 we can notice that with the increase in image resolution
the quality of the images indicated with the respective quality measures significantly
decreased. We also could study the loss function in the wider range of SSIM-MSE
relation in the measure L2 according to (5) to optimize the model parameters. In the
next steps, the PSNR also should be maximized. In [15] its author presented a new
similarity measure denoted there as CMSC which can be examined as a loss function in
our further research.
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Abstract. In this paper we propose a novel software, named ForestTaxator, supporting terrestrial
laser scanning data processing, which for dendrometric tree analysis can be divided into two main
processes: tree detection in the point cloud and development of three-dimensional models of individual
trees. The usage of genetic algorithms to solve the problem of tree detection in 3D point cloud and
its cross-sectional area approximation with ellipse-based model is also presented. The detection and
approximation algorithms are proposed and tested using various variants of genetic algorithms. The
work proves that the genetic algorithms work very well: the obtained results are consistent with the
reference data to a large extent, and the time of genetic calculations is very short. The attractiveness of
the presented software is due to the fact that it provides all necessary functionalities used in the forest
inventory field. The software is written in C# and runs on the .NET Core platform, which ensures its
full portability between Windows, MacOS and Linux. It provides a number of interfaces thus ensuring
a high level of modularity. The software and its code are made freely available.

Key words: point cloud, genetic algorithms, trees, 3D scan.

1. Introduction

A point cloud is an unordered collection of points in the R3 space, which is in fact a
three-dimensional image (most often of a real-life, scanned space). Due to the different
parameters of devices scanning their surroundings, each point may contain additional
information, such as the strength of light reflection or the color of a given point. Such
information are especially useful when the cloud is used to create a three-dimensional
model of a real object along with its colors.

Working with a 3D point cloud very often can be difficult, because it contains even
billions of spatial points and for this reason, at a given time one often works with a small
segment of the cloud [1]. The point cloud is often stored as a text file in ASCII format,
due to ease of reading. In such a file each point is stored as three Cartesian coordinates
(X, Y and Z) [2]. One effective way to manage such a cloud is to use the octal tree
algorithm. Appropriate implementation makes it possible to obtain not only the faster
access to a group of points located in the vicinity, but also the data compression even
up to 10% of the uncompressed data size [1]. The potential uses of such an image
are very wide as it provides relatively accurate information about the shape and size
of a given object or environment. Examples of areas in which the point cloud is used
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are industrial automation, architecture, agriculture, construction and maintenance of
tunnels and mines, urban space planning, as well as inventory of forest resources [1, 2].

Inventory of forest resources is usually performed using a terrestrial laser scan (TLS).
The use of this technique allows for quick, effective and automatic determination of the
basic parameters of the stand, i.e., the number and location of trees, their diameter at
a height of about 1.3m (the so-called diameter at breast height, DBH) and the shape
of the trunk and crown [2]. By applying the selected algorithm of matching a circle or
an ellipse to the cross-section of a tree, it is possible not only to detect the tree, but
also to determine the volume of the trunk, which is an important information in forest
management [1].

In this work, the problem of 3D point cloud analysis in searching for information
about trees will be presented. The technical part will be focused on solving the problem
of detecting and modelling a tree using genetic algorithms. Both the tree detection
algorithm and the algorithm for modeling a tree with ellipses will be described. The tree
detection algorithms can be interpreted as a filtering algorithm, and by detection is meant
identifying the points that make up the tree trunk and discarding those points which
make up branches, leaves and other objects. The tree model will consist of a collection
of ellipses saved in a tree structure. The ellipses will inform about the shape of the
trunk, its location and diameter. The use of ellipses instead of circles is a non-standard
approach, due to the lack of a formula that would allow analytical determination of the
distance of any point from the circumference of the ellipse, but but the model based on
ellipses will achieve much better results than the model based on circles in the case of
tilted trees.

To date, there is no commercial software for working with TLS data that covers
all aspects of data processing for forestry purposes [2]. Two companies have developed
such software, i.e., Treemetrics (operating in Ireland) has developed the AutoStem soft-
ware [3], and Taxus IT (operating in Poland) has developed the tScan software [4].
However, in both cases, they have not yet been included in their companies’ commercial
offerings. Nevertheless, there are several free solutions (Table 2 in Section 8) that enable
such TLS data processing, mainly developed by research centers. These include stand-
alone desktop applications and libraries of specialized tools used in software development
environments such as Matlab, R or Python. Unfortunately, none of them provides all
necessary functionalities in one place.

To fill this gap, in this paper we present a novel software called ForestTaxator [5].
The software supports tree detection in the point cloud and the development of three-
dimensional models of individual trees. The software and its code are made freely avail-
able. A library providing ready-made solutions for creating genetic algorithms is also
available. This library was entirely designed, constructed and distributed under the
MIT license by the author of this work and is his sole intellectual property. The main
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
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1. It provides all necessary functionalities in one place compared to other freely available
software.

2. It provides innovative noise removal filters, for both non-tree elements and noise
resulting from scanner error.

3. It employs genetic algorithms to solve the complex problem of tree detection and its
cross-sectional area approximation with ellipse-based modelling 3D point cloud.

4. In both the detection and approximation algorithms various version of genetic algo-
rithms are applied and numerically tested, achieving very good accuracy in relatively
short time.

5. The analysis is performed using our software, which is made freely available.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of

the similar research for detection and approximation of cross-sectional area of trees in a
cloud of 3D points. In Section 3, the theoretical framework of the proposed algorithms is
presented. In Sections 4 and 5 the detection and approximation algorithms are described
in detail. Section 6 presents the architecture, the functionalities of the software along
with the illustrative example. Section 7 outlines the numerical experiments and presents
the discussion of the results. Section 8 outlines the impact of the software together
with a comparison between ForestTaxator and other free tools. The paper ends with
concluding remarks in Section 9.

2. Literature review

TLS scanners work by measuring the distance and the horizontal and vertical angles
between the device and the object under examination usinglaser light beams emitted
by the device [2]. Nowadays, there are several models of TLS on the market, which
can be divided into two main groups: phase shift scanners and time-of-flight (ToF)
scanners. The main distinguishing feature between these two scanners’ types is the
distance measurement technology [6]. ToF scanners measure the distance less accurately
than phase-shift scanners; nevertheless, the data obtained with phase-shift scanners are
subject to noise. ToF scanners tend to have a greater data measurement range compared
to phase-shift scanners [7]. A main superiority of ToF scanners is the ability to record
many reflections of the laser beam. This is especially important when scanning objects
near vegetation [2, 6].

The TLS data acquisition in the forest environment can be performed on three dif-
ferent levels, i.e., sample plot, individual tree and whole stand. Sample plots are usually
performed in single scan (SS) or multi scan (MS) data acquisition mode [8], where the
latter one is much faster. The main disadvantage of the SS mode data acquisition is
the high likelihood of the so-called ‘occlusion effect’ [9], i.e., some trees to be omitted
because trees in the same azimuth relative to the plot center obscure each other [10].
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TLS data gathered based on individual trees are particularly useful in improving or de-
veloping allometric equations for traits such as whole-tree volume or biomass [2]. The
main pros is the speed, non-invasiveness, and precision of obtaining stem morphological
curve information. This kind of scanning is usually done in MS mode, where scanner
locations are placed around the tree from at least three positions [11]. Nevertheless, this
number should be selected depending on the size of the object being scanned and the
planned level of data detail [12]. The MS mode is usually employed for the whole stand
scanning, but is should be remembered that this mode is usually more complicated due
to the need of repositioning locations of the scanning positions [13].

When planning data acquisition with TLS, in addition to technical aspects such as
determining scanning parameters and selecting the appropriate data acquisition mode,
external environmental factors must be considered, such as weather conditions and veg-
etation period. Optimal conditions for TLS are windless days without precipitation,
moderate temperatures, and low humidity [2,14]. Wind is a factor that can significantly
affect the quality of data collected (occur when the average wind speed does not exceed
5 m/s [15]), especially in the tree canopy. Scanning can be driven in light rain or fog, but
is also not recommended, as well when there is snow cover [16]. For surveys designed
to obtain the most accurate data on the morphology of woody parts of trees and to
estimate their volume or biomass, the best time to scan is in early spring or late fall [2].

TLS data processing for dendrometric tree analysis can be divided into two main
processes: detection of trees in the point cloud and creation of 3D models of individual
trees [2]. The first process usually consists of two stages, where the first phase involves
placing a thin horizontal slice of a 3D point cloud on a horizontal plane. During the
next phase, trees are detected using clustering algorithms grouping the points and next
by searching for some geometric shapes, such as circles or semicircle [17, 18]. Unfor-
tunately, this assumption does not hold for complex stands with high tree density or
undergrowth [19]. To address this issue, practitioners have developed methods for ac-
curately identifying stems or woody parts of trees directly in the point cloud. Authors
in [20] presumed that woody parts have a higher reflectance intensity (normalizing of this
value is time-consuming and complicated [19]) than leaves. Authors in [23] used a dif-
ferent approach by iteratively employing the local geometric features of point clouds,
where the nearest groups of points, defined by the radius of the sphere or the number
of nearest neighbors around the focal point, are selected by the principal component
analysis (PCA). Geometric features of point clouds like verticality, flatness and linearity
were used for trunk detection [6, 24]. Finally, machine learning algorithms were used to
classify the trunk as well [25]. The second process usually uses the quantitative structure
model (QSM). Such a model is assumed to represent tree morphology as accurately as
possible and is fully measurable since these properties allow for accurate determination
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of the thickness and volume of aboveground woody components [2]. Authors in [6] distin-
guish five levels of detail of digital tree models that allow for different characterizations
of the modelled trees [2].

3. Theoretical framework of the proposed method

3.1. LiDAR

LiDAR is a mechanism that makes it possible to accurately record the elements of the
environment. The coordinates of the points representing the individual details of the
scanned objects are recorded in the Cartesian system and conventionally referred to as
X, Y and Z coordinates. Each recorded point represents a point in real space from
which the laser beam was reflected. The coordinates are computed from the distance
measurement and the vertical and horizontal angle measurements at which the laser
beam is emitted. Each LiDAR laser scanner has two degrees of freedom that describe
the azimuth and elevation of the scanner at a given moment. With this information, the
scanner records the reflection of the beam and can record the exact Cartesian coordinates
of the detected opaque point. LiDAR scanners record data at the speed of thousands of
points per second, achieving an accuracy of the order of millimeters.

There are two methods of measuring the distance. The first is the method of mea-
suring the phase shift of the electromagnetic wave. The phase shift of the wave is
proportional to the distance traveled by the beam [26] and can be expressed by the
formula:

d =

c
2f ϕ

2π
, (1)

where d – distance of the reflection point from the emitter, ϕ – phase shift (delay),
f – amplitude modulation frequency of the emitted beam, c – speed of light. The
intensity of the wave, in other words – the brightness of the light emitted by the laser, is
modulated. The length of the electromagnetic wave may differ between scanner models –
there are models that emit waves in the visible light range as well as in the near infrared
range. Most often, however, it is in the range from 600 nm to 800 nm. This method
is characterized by high accuracy, high number of scanned points per second and an
average range of effective measurements (up to about 150 m).

The assumptions of the second method are much simpler because it consists in mea-
suring the time between sending the laser pulse and receiving its reflection, and the
distance can be determined by the formula:

d =
1
2c

t
. (2)

Unlike the previous method, the emission of the wave is not continuous, but is a single
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pulse. The implementation of these assumptions requires the use of components operat-
ing at very high frequencies, in the order of tens of GHz, and this greatly complicates the
achievement of a precise device. This method allows for measurements at a maximum
range of up to 2000 m.

3.2. Genetic algorithms

Genetic algorithms are a subset of evolutionary algorithms. They are inspired by natural
evolution and follow its principles by implementing mechanisms of natural selection, mu-
tation and inheritance. The idea of evolutionary algorithms has been around for almost
60 years, but its foundations remain unchanged. There is a large class of optimization
problems for which no specialized algorithms have been developed. In the case of simpler
problems, the solution space of which is small, iterative search can be used. In the case
of huge spaces, the evolutionary solutions are usually applied. Genetic optimization is
a stochastic approach in which the way of searching the solution space is modeled by
genetic inheritance and Darwinian competition for survival.

The feature that distinguishes the evolutionary approach from other algorithms is
its genetic resistance to the phenomena affecting the operation of traditional analytical
optimization methods, i.e. the lack of of necessity to use derivatives, insensitivity to the
presence of discontinuities in the solution space, or ability to step over local extrema. Of
course, this does not mean that the evolutionary algorithm ensure that a globally optimal
solution is found. The robustness of these algorithms results from the combination of four
features: encoding the parameters, operating on populations, introducing the element of
randomness and using the minimum necessary information about the problem.

As mentioned before, when describing genetic algorithms, concepts derived from
natural genetics are used. The meaning of all of these concepts should therefore be
clearly stated. An individual represents exactly one element in the search (or solutions)
space of a given problem. A population is a collection of individuals or solutions. Fitness
(or objective) function is a measure of the fit of a specific individual to the solution
sought. Selection is a method of stochastic or deterministic selection of individuals
which will pass on their features in the form of genetic material to the next generation.
The foundations of the genetic algorithms have been described for example in [21,22].

4. Detection algorithm

4.1. Genetically distinguishing the arrow of the tree from branches, leaves
and noise

The first stage of the analysis, after cleaning the data, is to find the points shaping the
tree’s arrow. This can be done in various ways, including the Hough transform, but we
decided to use a hybrid genetic algorithm for this. In order to solve the problem with
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Fig. 1. Vertical projection of the cross-section of the tree scan at a height of about 1.5m.

the help of an evolutionary algorithm, a simplified model is needed. Once a model is
identified, an evaluation function should be designed that clearly identifies which of the
two potential solutions is better. It is also necessary to define an encoding method that
will make it possible to use the selected crossover operators.

4.2. The perfect arrow model

As has been said before, the cross section of the tree arrow can be approximated with a
circle. The data, from the RemBioFor project [28], were made in a multi-station mode,
i.e. from three stations located at the vertices of the triangle. As a result, most of the
scanned tree lacks places shaded by the tree itself. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

The density of the points remains approximately the same. Therefore, in a circle
there would be a relationship in which the distribution of points in any chosen axis
would resemble a symmetrical bimodal distribution, which would be similar to the sketch
presented in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Sketch of a 3D point distribution for a circle.

Since the distribution will be identical regardless of the selected axis, one can select
coordinate axes lying in the plane of the cross-section. Thanks to this, it will be possible
to precisely define the shape of the points. The exact dimensions of the point group
are also known, which makes it possible to normalize the domain of the function that
will be used to approximate the distribution. To calculate the distribution, the entire
group should be divided into equal fragments, and then it should be counted how many
points are there in the given fragment of the group. The denser the split, the smoother
the distribution will be, but at the same time there will be larger deviations due to the
structure of the tree. In our solution, we decided to divide the groups into 32 equal
parts. For a tree with a diameter of 50 cm, the width of one group will be 1.5625 cm. In
addition, we decided to omit the first two and last two fragments in the analysis. This
allows us to approximate the distribution using the quadratic function.

It should be emphasized that the above simplified approach is used only to detect
trees, while the shape and size of the cross-section of a detected tree will be later much
more accurately approximated using ellipses.

In summary, in the ideal tree arrow model it is assumed that it is a circle with an
even distribution of points on the tree surface. This model is represented by two bimodal
distributions that will be approximated by quadratic functions. The parameters of the
entire model are the parameters of both square functions, i.e. six floating point values.
This is a case in which the application of genetic algorithms is simple and at the same
time can give very good results.

4.3. Fitness function

The selection of the evaluation function should reflect the properties of the analyzed
problem. The function needs not be differentiable, but should be continuous as far as
possible in the domain of individuals that may arise. The problem of discontinuity could
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be avoided, for example, by introducing the lethality of some mutations, but this would
introduce an additional performance overhead.

In the adopted model, the fitness function is the similarity of the distribution of
points in perpendicular axes to the quadratic function. Similarity is best determined
by calculating the differences for each of the 28 fragments. The requirement for the
fitness function is that it must return one floating point number, which forces additional
operations on the calculated differences. A frequently used aggregation function is the
arithmetic mean, but it is not immune to outliers. Also, when some values are greater
than the model values, and others are smaller, the average difference may be 0, and in fact
the error will be large and the analyzed group of points will not be a circle. Therefore,
it is also worth using the standard deviation, which measures how far individual values
are from the mean value.

Both metrics should be used to form a single number, ideally this number should
be 0. We have arbitrarily chosen the sum of the absolute values of the mean and the
standard deviation. Thus, the following model arises:

avgi =

∑30
x=3 diffi[x]

28
, (3)

stdDevi =

√∑30
x=3(diffi[x]− avgi)2

28
, (4)

fi = |avgi|+ |stdDevi| , (5)
f = max

i
fi , (6)

where diffi[x] is the difference between the model and the individual for the fragment
with index x in the i-th axis, avgi is the mean value of the difference for the i-th axis,
stdDevi is the population standard deviation for the i-th axis, fi is the value of the fitness
function on the i-th axis, and f is the value of the fitness function for the individual.

The above function will make it possible to clearly define which individual is closer
to the model and which is farther.

4.4. Genetic representation

The quadratic function will be used in the general form: y = ax2+bx+c. It is known that
the second derivative must be positive. It follows that the parameter a must be positive.
It is also known that the number of points in the distribution will not be lower than 0,
so parameter c must also be non-negative. The model takes into account normalization
of the values so that the values are in the range [0; 1]. This gives information in what
interval the values of the quadratic function should be, and indirectly – in what interval
the parameter values should be. If the maximum value of the function exceeds 1.5, it
will be known that the given group is noise. Therefore, it can be assumed that the
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range within which the parameter a will change should be equal to the range [0.01; 1.5].
The remaining parameters should oscillate close to zero, but in order to introduce some
flexibility we chose the interval [0; 0.5].

The scope of parameter changes has been limited. This eliminates the need to use
larger variable types such as double or int32. Our solution assumes operating on an
array of six unsigned short variables, i.e. 16 bit integers. This will give 65 536 possible
values for each parameter. For the interval [0.01; 1.5] it gives the realtive accuracy
of 0.00002.

The solution will therefore be represented as a 96-byte string. The CollectiveGenotype
class from the GeneticToolkit library [30] will be used for this purpose. As a parame-
terizing type, a special class ParabolicParameters will be used, containing a total of
6 floating-point variables (3 for each axis) as well as serializing and deserializing func-
tions. The representation introduces no domain restrictions, so there is no need for a
lethal mutation mechanism.

5. Approximation algorithm

5.1. Model for the approximating algorithm

Most often, circles are used to approximate the cross-section of a tree. It may happen
that the cross-section of the tree is closer to the ellipse. The most important reason for
this is that the tree can grow at a certain angle that is not taken into account when
splitting the point cloud into layers. Therefore, in this work, we will use an ellipse as a
model.

The ellipse-based model has the benefit of being able to obtain better results in the
fitness function compared to the circular-based model. A significant disadvantage of this
solution is the introduction of a greater number of degrees of freedom, which increase
the computational complexity of the problem. In a two-dimensional space, a circle has
three degrees of freedom: two center coordinates and a radius. An ellipse in the same
space has five degrees of freedom: two coordinates of the first focus, two coordinates of
the second focus, and the length of the major semi-axis. The model we have adopted
will consist of three variables:
1. Two-dimensional coordinates of the first focus.
2. Two-dimensional coordinates of the second focus.
3. Length of the great driveshaft.

5.2. Fitness function

The fitness function will take into account the distance of points from the set under
consideration to the ellipse. The distance of a point from the ellipse is meant as the
Euclidean distance of a point in two-dimensional space from the nearest point on the
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circumference of the ellipse. If we designate the focal points of the ellipse as F1 and F2,
and any point lying on its circumference as P , then the major axis marked as a has the
following relationship:

|PF1|+ |PF2| = 2a . (7)

Unfortunately, calculating the distance of any point from the circumference of the ellipse
is not a trivial task, let alone a task with low computational complexity. However, as
mentioned earlier, the evaluation function is primarily used to determine which of the
two individuals is better, that is, closer to the expected solution. For this reason, we
decided to introduce the following relationship for any point P :

d ∼ |PF1|+ |PF2| − 2a. (8)

Such a relationship is not linear – the same increase in the distance of the point to the
ellipse results in a different increase in the value of d depending on how far P was before
moving away. This is advantageous because the farthest points will penalize the subject
much greater than points close to the ellipse. As a result, minor distortions, caused for
example by the shape of the cortex, will not have as large an effect as if the distance
between the point and the ellipse were correctly measured. Eventually, we are going to
use the following value as the fitness function:

f =
∑
i

|PiF1|+ |PiF2| − 2a

n
, (9)

where n stands for the number of points.

5.3. Genetic representation

The genotype must encode five floating point variables. The coordinates of the foci can
basically have any values, therefore it is impossible to narrow down the range in which
they should be searched for. In the case of the large driveshaft, it is known that it must
be a value greater than 5 cm, and it will also be much smaller than 5 m. For all variables,
differences not exceeding 0.01 mm will not seriously affect the results. Assuming a very
rough approximation that the tree is a cylinder 30 m high, the accuracy in the calculated
volume will be about 0.000000942 m3. This is a completely negligible error, and adopting
such precision will allow for the use of single precision floating-point numbers.

The above assumptions indicate that it will be efficient to use the CollectiveGenotype
class with the EllipticParameters parameterizing type. The EllipticParameters
class will work analogously to the ParabolicParameters class, that is, it will contain
five floating point variables as well as serialization and deserialization functions, taking
into account the assumptions made above regarding the search ranges.
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6. Software Description

6.1. Software architecture

The software is written in C# and runs on the .NET Core platform, which ensures its
full portability between Windows, MacOS and Linux. It provides a number of interfaces
thus ensuring a high level of modularity. The software development is supported by the
use of the Azure CI/CD (Continous Integration – Continous Delivery) system, which
allows to design the procedure for testing and implementing the solution. The quality
of the code from the beginning of the project has been maintained at the highest A level
in terms of ease of maintenance, reliability and security. In order to work efficiently
the ForestTaxator requires some 3D point cloud and mesh processing software such as
CloudCompare [31].

The software is available at the GitHub repository and after downloading the source
files it can be compiled using the following command:

dotnet build -c Release forest-taxator

ForestTaxator provides all functionalities in user friendly console application, i.e. it
takes input and displays output at a command line console with access to three basic data
streams: standard input, standard output and standard error. By calling the following
command

./ForestTaxator.Application --help

the user sees that the software is composed of two main functionalities.

ForestTaxator.Application 1.0.0
Copyright (C) 2021 ForestTaxator.Application
analyze
convert
help Display more information on a specific command.
version Display version information.

The convert functionality allows to transform one file structure into another, such as,
PCD (Point Cloud Data) file into XYZ or GPD (Generic Printer Description) file into
XYZ. The analyze functionality aggregates all necessary functions allowing to conduct
the entire study step by step.

ForestTaxator.Application 1.0.0
Copyright (C) 2021 ForestTaxator.Application
approximate-trees Approximates tree trunk using ellipses
detect-trees
filter
slice
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terrain
tree-height
help Display more information on a specific command.
version Display version information.

6.2. Illustrative example

As an input ForestTaxator accepts flat files such as .txt, .csv or binary compressed PCD
file format. In this section we present an illustrative example performed on 3D Forest
dataset [32] stored as a flat files. Dataset consists of multiple layers constituting the base
cloud where all points of plot are present. Below we present all necessary commands
along with the required parameters (and their short description).
1. Extract terrain height map from example.xyz file into terrain.thf.

Input: Source point cloud file
-o -> path & filename where output file has to be saved
./ForestTaxator.Application analyze example.xyz
-o output/terrain

2. Extract tree height map from example.xyz file into tree-height – it takes highest
point from each square in a grid.

Input: Source point cloud file
-o -> path & filename where output file has to be saved
./ForestTaxator.Application analyze tree-height example.xyz
-o output/tree-height

3. Split example.xyz file into collection of slices and save this collection to format that
supports grouping, -t parameter specifies path to terrain height map, which is used
to normalize height of each point in cloud.

Input: Source point cloud file; Terrain heightmap
-t / --terrain -> Path to terrain heightmap file
-o -> path & filename where output file has to be saved
./ForestTaxator.Application analyze slice example.xyz
-t output/terrain -o output/sliced

4. Create small groups of point based on their neighborhood – points that are located
near each other form a group of points. Based on properties of each group, application
filters out those groups that are considered to be noise (leaves, small branches etc.).
Result is stored in filtered directory. All necessary parameters are stored and defined
by the user in the configuration .json file (please see Listing 1 for the structure of
the file).
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Input: Sliced point cloud from slice step; Terrain height map
-c -> Path to FiltersConfiguration.json file
-o -> path & filename where output file has to be saved
./ForestTaxator.Application analyze filter output/sliced
-c Configs/FiltersConfiguration.json -o output/filtered.gpd

5. Convert gdp file into XYZ file.

./ForestTaxator.Application convert -i GPD
-o XYZ output/filtered.gpd output/filtered.xyz

6. Create collection of point groups. Each collection is considered to be a tree candidate.
Collections are created based on XY location for each slice. Tree candidates that do
not meet requirements are removed, and only remaining ones are exported to detected
directory.

Input: GPD file from filter step of collection of XYZ files
from detect-trees step
--export-preview -> for each exported GPD file, XYZ file is created
so it can be viewed in 3d cloud viewer
-o -> path to DIRECTORY where output file has to be saved
./ForestTaxator.Application analyze detect-trees output/filtered.gpd
-o output/detected --export-preview

7. Create approximation of tree trunk using genetic algorithm.

Input: GPD file from detect-trees step; Tree height heightmap
--export-preview -> exports collection of approximating ellipses
into XYZ file. 4th value in point represents error equal to mean
distance between ellipse border and cloud point
--smooth - Smooth tree using regression on all nodes. It replaces
ellipses with circles
-h / --node-height -> float number representing height of single
slice. Required if file was sliced with different height than
default 0.1 m
-t / --tree-heightmap -> Path to tree heightmap file
-o -> path to DIRECTORY where output file has to be saved
./ForestTaxator.Application analyze approximate-trees output/detected
-c Configs/ApproximationConfiguration.json -o output/approx
-t output/tree-height --export-preview
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Listing 1. Structure of the configuration file FiltersConfiguration.json.

{
"LargeGroupsFilter": {
"Order": 1,
"LargeGroupsMaxSize": {
"variables": [
{
"name": "height",
"type": "System.Double",
"order": 1

}
],
"expression": "Max(0.1f,␣0.75f␣-␣0.01f␣*␣height)"

}
},
"SmallGroupsFilter": null,
"AspectRatioFilter": null,
"EllipsisMatchFilterConfiguration": {
"FitnessThreshold": 0.1,
"MatchEccentricityThreshold": 0.80,
"BufferWidth": 0.002,
"InvalidEccentricityThreshold": 0.85,
"GeneticAlgorithmConfigurationFile":
"Configs/DetectionEllipsisMatch.GeneticAlgorithm.json",

"Order": 5
},
"GeneticDistributionFilterConfiguration": {
"GeneticAlgorithmConfigurationFile":
"Configs/Distribution.GeneticAlgorithm.json",

"DistributionResolution": 32,
"TrunkThreshold": {
"variables": [
{
"name": "height",
"type": "System.Double",
"order": 1

}
],
"expression": "0.3"

},
"Order": 3

}
}
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Fig. 3. Final output presented by CloudCompare.

After calling application in the last 7th step ForestTaxator creates XYZ file and json
file. Both files consist of a collection of approximating ellipses (or circles) in a given
format. After combining aforementioned XYZ file with the input example.xyz file, the
final output is presented in the Figure 3, where blue dots denote the tree while yellow
dotes represent the collection of ellipses.
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7. Research framework and results

7.1. Experiment design

The data-set used in this article was provided by the Department of Geomatics of the
Forest Research Institute with headquarters in Sękocin Stary as part of the RemBioFor
project [28]. The test data includes scans of seven Scots pine trees, i.e. Hajnówka,
Jedwabno, Nowe Ramuki, R_ilaw, R_lidz, Wejherowo, Wipsowo. All scans were made
in a multi-station mode with the use of three stations in triangular layout. The data was
manually trimmed by the employees of the Institute so that the cloud contained only
the model tree. The cloud has been normalized to so that the lowest point is at height
0. All scans were made with the Faro Focus3D scanner.

Despite the high quality of the data, the scans do not show all trees due to auto-
occlusion. The scans contain a lot of noise caused by branches and leaves; also, there
are discontinuities in the tree trunks. This has a negative effect on the functionality of
the algorithms. Halfway up the tree one can compensate for gaps by applying linear
regression on correctly approximated fragments. However, the most important problem
is the misrepresentation of the actual height information on the trees. This information
is critical, mainly because in the formula by which it is calculated the diameters of the
tree at different heights are used. In addition, a distortion in the height of the tree leads
to a large error in estimating the volume of wood that can be harvested from a given
single tree.

All simulations were repeated 10 times. After 10 repetitions, the mean and standard
deviation were calculated. To make it justifiable to aggregate the results for all trees
(comparing the results for all trees simultaneously), the results cannot be given depend-
ing on the height at which the analyzed group is located. Instead, the groups, the tree
slices, were grouped by height as a percentage. This means that the height of each group
was divided by the total height of the tree and multiplied by 100. This makes sense be-
cause each tree reaches a different height, so its crown begins at a different height, which
strongly influences the results. Moreover, a different height could cause the last rows
of the table to contain information obtained from only one tree, and the previous rows
would have a very large standard deviation, precisely because of differences in the crown
boundary.

In the case of the detection algorithm, the most important element of the analysis
is the error matrix and the three derived measures: sensitivity, specificity, precision
and negative predictive value. As previously stated, large gaps in the obtained tree
trunk slices can be easily compensated by linear regression. It is therefore essential to
obtain as high specificity as possible in order to filter out the noise. All tested groups
were manually divided into noise and trunk fragments. The program had access to this
information to generate the error matrix. The stop conditions were as follows:
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1. Sufficient solution was found (fitness function value 0.22 or less).
2. Calculation time elapsed (2 s per group).
3. Maximum level of genetic homogeneity set at 90% is exceeded.

In the case of the approximating algorithm, the most important thing is to compare
the results and the data on the cross-section of the tree. For this reason, the results
will contain tree dimensions (defined every 1 m of height) and the corresponding values
of the model will be approximated by genetic algorithms (and linear regression). The
results may differ from the values indicated in the test data because the measurements
were made by the authors of the test data so that the axes of the ellipses coincide with
the north-south and east-west directions. It was not possible to calculate the direction
in our program. It can be assumed that a correct fit will force all algorithms to indicate
very similar values. The alignment results are also presented graphically by point clouds
representing ellipses created by the best genetic algorithm (with the closest results). All
algorithms should give very similar results because maximum available information about
the problem is used. We predict that significant errors may occur in data containing
trees whose cross-section is irregular in shape. Especially the “Hajnowka” set, which was
prepared with an error consisting in incorrect combination of partial scans. The stop
conditions were as follows:
1. Sufficient solution was found (fitness function value 0.015 or less).
2. Calculation time elapsed (1 s per group).
3. The maximum level of genetic homogeneity set at 90% is exceeded.

It is worth noting that for a genetic algorithm these are very extreme working condi-
tions. The computation time of the genetic algorithm can be counted even in hours for
complex problems. Moreover, the determination of the value of the fitness function of
a sufficiently fit individual enables the quality of the obtained results to be controlled.
Decreasing this value will be connected with the extension of the computation time.
Without defining the maximum computation time and imposing an exact match, the
algorithm could get stuck trying to find a perfectly matched individual when it might
be impossible. An error of less than 1.5 cm seems to be a good compromise for the
experimental conditions.

The experiments will cover selection methods, crossing methods, mutation methods
and mutation policies. Among the selection methods, these will be:
1. Roulette wheel selection.
2. Ranked roulette with the mapping i3i .
3. A tournament with a size of 1% of the population, but not less than 2 individuals.

Crossbreeding methods:
1. Arithmetic crossover (2 parents, 2 children, 1 byte resolution).
2. One-point crossing (2 parents, 2 children).
3. Multipoint crossing (2 parents, 2 children, 3 crossing points).
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4. Uniform crossing (2 parents, 2 children).
Mutation methods:

1. Arithmetic mutation (range [−10; 10] in 1 byte resolution).
2. Negation of bits.

Mutation Policies:
1. Simple mutation (3% probability of mutation and maximum 10% mutated genes).
2. Backa method (maximum 10% mutated genes).
3. Hesser-Manner method (α = 1, β = 1, maximum 10% of mutated genes).

7.2. Determination of the value of the parameter ϵ

The analysis was carried out with the accuracy of a single group of points. Each group
was assigned the following information: a) the height of the point group; b) the value
of the fitness function; c) the classification according to the threshold ϵ = 0.22; d) the
manual classification using CloudCompare; e) whether the algorithm made a mistake;
f) does the group belong to the tree trunk (not noise). On their basis, we counted
the number of errors to determine the approximate effectiveness of the algorithm, and
also determined two values: a) the smallest fitness function value achieved for the noise
group; and b) the highest value of the fitness function achieved for the group being a
fragment of the trunk. We used these two values to calculate the mean value, we got the
values presented in Table 1.

From the above table, we finally got an average value of ϵ = 0.24 with a standard
deviation of 0.02. The relatively low standard deviation led to the conclusion that this
value would give the best results. It is a threshold that is equidistant from the values
for the groups forming the trunk and from the noise groups.

Noteworthy are the graphs (in Supplementary Materials [29]) illustrating the values
of the fitness function depending on the height for individual trees. The gray line in the
graphs described as “EPSILON” represents the threshold value previously calculated as
the mean value between the noise group with the lowest score and the trunk group with

Tab. 1. Mean value of ϵ for each dataset.

Dataset Mean value of ϵ
Hajnówka 0.286
Jedwabno 0.233
Nowe Ramuki 0.235
R_ilaw 0.217
R_lidz 0.245
Wejherowo 0.201
Wipsowo 0.237
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the highest score. When analyzing the above graphs, it can be seen that in five out of
seven cases, the sets of the trunk-forming and noise groups are approximately linearly
separable.

7.3. Analysis of results of the detection algorithm

A summary of all results is presented in the Supplementary Materials (in the file De-
tailedResults.xlsx [29]). A satisfactory level of specificity was achieved in each of
the 72 cases, i.e. the percentage of noise groups that were rejected. The specificity
of the algorithms ranges from 96.57% to 98.95%, so the difference between the best
and worst algorithms is less than 2.4 percentage points (sheet Detection_Results in
DetailedResults.xlsx.).

A much more pronounced difference is for sensitivity, which should be interpreted
as the percentage of groups that form the trunk that are not removed by the algo-
rithm. The worst algorithm, which turned out to be a combination of ranked roulette,
arithmetic cross, arithmetic mutation, and the Hesser-Manner mutation policy, was only
67.19%. For comparison, the best algorithm, the classic two-player tournament, one-
point crossover at the bit level and a constant probability of mutation involving the
negation of a random bit, achieved a sensitivity of 84.43% with a specificity of 96.58%.
This gives almost the lowest precision in understanding the error matrix, but at the
same time the highest negative predictive value. Precision should be interpreted as the
probability that the groups classified as constituting the trunk actually constitute the
trunk. Likewise, a negative predictive value represents the probability that only noise is
discarded.

Of course, in the case of the worst algorithm, more than 2/3 of the information about
the tree has been preserved, which allows quite effective use of linear regression on the
basis of groups that are correctly approximated at the approximation stage. However,
low sensitivity is also associated with a higher probability of losing information about
higher parts of the tree, which are very important for obtaining a reliable tree model –
without them, linear regression may be biased with greater errors.

The analysis of the computation time shows some valuable facts. First, the mean
standard deviation for the algorithms does not exceed 0.1 s, so it is reasonable to draw
conclusions from the attached data. Secondly, the selection of the algorithm can sig-
nificantly affect the results with a limited time – the best algorithm is able to remove
noise from the tree scan on average in 0.12 s, and the worst one takes as long as 20.37 s
for the same task. One can also see a very clear trend. Back’s mutation policy causes
even a hundredfold increase in computation time in relation to the constant mutation
probability. The second important fact is that the fastest algorithms are those that use
value roulette, and the slowest are the tournaments. This is due to the optimization of
roulette calculations and the high computational complexity of the evaluation function.
Value roulette optimization is based on recording the value of the evaluation function of
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Fig. 4. Results of the best chosen algorithm called Tournment-SinglePointCrossover-
ArithmeticMutation-HesserMannerMutation-0.

all elements every generation. As a result, the evaluation of the value of the evaluation
function takes place exactly once per individual in a given generation.

Taking into account both factors – negative predictive value and average computation
time – the most advantageous algorithm can be selected (DetailedResults.xlsx [29]).
The quotient of the negative predictive value and the average calculation time shows
the real profitability of using a given algorithm in a limited time. It turns out that the
most effective way is to use a tournament with a single or even crossing. The method of
mutation and the policy do not have much influence (except for the previously described
Back mutation policy). The use of a tournament or ranked roulette is almost seven times
more profitable than the use of value roulette.

The Figure 4 shows the values at which the fitness function is maintained. The
difference between the groups classified as trunk and noise is large and remains stable
regardless of height. The adopted threshold value of ϵ = 0.236214 works very well at
any height. However, it can be noticed that after exceeding 60% of the tree height, the
values start to increase slightly. Increasing the threshold value to 0.25 from 60% of the
tree height could positively affect the sensitivity of the algorithm. However, the current
results are so satisfactory that no such test was performed.
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This stage of the experiments was a definite success. The analysis showed that the
noise filtering efficiency exceeds 95% while maintaining up to 84% information about
the trunk. Taking into account the operating time of the algorithms, one can select one
algorithm that is the fastest and the most effective and should be used as the basic one
in this task. This algorithm uses a two-player tournament, binary single point crossing
with an arithmetic mutation and a Hesser-Manner crossing policy.

7.4. Approximation algorithm

Due to the very low performance of Back’s algorithm, we decided to exclude it from
further testing. For this reason, 48 combinations will be compared instead of 72.

Analyzing results with an accuracy of 1 m of the tree does not make sense, because in
practical applications the accuracy of estimating the volume of the tree as a whole mat-
ters. Therefore, we decided to present only generalized results. Moreover, in the analysis
we did not perform approximation for the trunk height below or equal 1 m. Calculation
close to the ground can cause large errors due to the influence of roots. The most im-
portant information is the measurement of DBH, i.e. the diameter of the tree at a height
of 1.3m, which is included in the analysis. In Fig. 5 we are presenting graphs for the
Tournament-UniformCrossover-ArithmeticMutation-HesserMannerMutation-0 algo-
rithm from ForestTaxator.

As can be seen in the charts, the error usually does not exceed 5 cm. The graphs
show a tendency to overestimate the trunk diameter in the lower parts of the tree and
underestimate it in the higher parts. This is directly due to the dendrometric formula
used in linear regression:

y2 = pxr , (10)

where y is the diameter of the tree, x is the distance from the top of the tree, p and r are
parameters whose values vary from tree to tree. The formula in the above form is not
linear, but it can be reduced to a linear form by taking a logarithm of the sides:

2 ln(y) = r ln(x) + ln(p) . (11)

Since the value of x depends very much on knowledge of the tree’s height, failure to
do so results in an error in which the tree narrows at a different rate than it should. The
lack of information about the height of the tree is inevitable with a laser scan. For this
reason, this type of error will occur in any technique that uses this pattern.

It is also worth paying attention to the jump that occurs at the turn of 19 and 20
meters in the “Wejherowo” dataset. Such a jump from a negative value to a positive value
means that the algorithm did not have even a single point above the height of 19.5 m
that would allow to approximate the height of the tree more precisely and the diameter
of the tree was approximated to the height of 19.5m only. For the height above, 0 is
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Fig. 5. Average estimation error graphs for datasets: (a) “Hajnówka”, (b) “Jedwabno”, (c) “Nowe Ra-
muki”, (d) “R_ilaw”, (e) “R_lidz”, (f) “Wejherowo”, (g) “Wipsowo”. Legend shown below Fig. g.

returned. Positive values are therefore the tree diameter values that were given in the
reference data.

When delving into the comparison of the results of the algorithms with the division
into the measurement height, it can be noticed that the standard deviation for all algo-
rithms does not exceed 2 cm and rather remains below 1 cm. This is illustrated in the
table in DetailedResults.xlsx. As can be seen, the standard deviation for all heights,
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except for the highest parts of trees, remains within a single millimeter, regardless of
the algorithm used. This shows that, in fact, none of the tested parameters significantly
affects the results obtained, which can be described as very good, considering that the
error rarely exceeds the value of 1.5 cm, which is a value defined as good enough.

The final comparison of the algorithms takes into account the average results for
all trees as a whole. These results are summarized in the table in the Supplementary
Materials DetailedResults.xlsx. The table clearly shows that for the effectiveness
of this algorithm, the choice of the selection, crossing and mutation methods used is
irrelevant. The best algorithm achieves an average error of 1.23 cm, while the worst one
does so with an error of 1.68 cm. Of course, these values differ by almost 0.5 cm, but
it should be noted that the standard deviation for the error also reaches values close to
1.5 cm, so more than 3 times the difference between the best and worst algorithm.

In Fig. 6 there are pictures containing ellipses representing a given tree superimposed
on the point cloud with the original data. These ellipses have been marked in blue and
the points have been enlarged in CloudCompare to make them easier to see.

7.5. Discussion

Several conclusions can be drawn from the conducted experiments. The experiments
carried out on the detection algorithm show that in some cases the choice of crossing
and selection methods can significantly affect the quality of the obtained solution. The
classic solution in the form of tournament selection with two individuals, one-point bit
crossing combined with arithmetic mutation and the Hesser-Manner crossing policy gave
the best results in the shortest time.

The tree detection experiment also showed a significant weakness in Back’s mutation
policy. Its performance is very dependent on the computational complexity of the fitness
function, or at best, of the individuals comparison function. Each determination of
the mutation probability requires finding the best individual in the population, which
involves additional operations and a high time cost.

In the case of the second experiment, one of the most important features of genetic
algorithms was shown – their resistance to deficiencies and errors in the input data.
Despite the lack of several meters of tree in one set and errors in the preparation of
another set, the algorithm did very well, reaching an accuracy of 2 cm. An important
fact is that in this case the type of selection, crossing and mutation methods used did not
have any significant impact on the quality of the solutions obtained. The differences were
further diminished by the operation of linear regression, which completed the missing
information and smoothed the entire tree model.

In both experiments, the genetic algorithms worked very well, achieving great results
and satisfactory operation time.
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Fig. 6. Average estimation error graphs for the datasets: (a) “Hajnówka”, (b) “Jedwabno”, (c) “Nowe
Ramuki”, (d) “R_ilaw”, (e) “R_lidz”, (f) “Wejherowo”, (g) “Wipsowo”. See text for explanations.
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8. Impact

ForestTaxator represents a novel software for the forest inventory. With its publication,
ForestTaxator becomes freely available to the scientific community and business practi-
tioners. The impact of the software on the community is significant. It addresses the
gap in the existing software. For the benefit of users the Table 2 summarizes a com-
parison between ForestTaxator and other free software. In general, there are five main
functionalities that are important in this field.

First is a digital elevation model (DEM) and digital terrain model (DTM). The
digital elevation model is a 3D representation of the terrain elevations found on the
earth’s surface. DEMs are generated from variably-spaced Lidar ground points, or they
can be created using a raster grid. The DTM is a DEM in which terrain data have been
further enhanced by including vector features of the natural terrain, such as rivers and
ridges, providing for greater accuracy as it contains additional information defining the
terrain in areas where Lidar data alone are insufficient to do the job effectively.

The second functionality allows to detect the stem of the tree. Third functionality
classifies the point cloud into woody and soft parts, i.e., leaves. Forth functionality
provides tree parameters, such as: diameter at breast height, tree height, tree taper
curve or tree volume.

Finally, our software reconstructs the quantitative structure models (QSMs) of trees
from point clouds. A QSM consists of a hierarchical collection of cylinders which esti-
mate topological, geometrical and volumetric details of the woody structure of the tree.
The input point cloud, which is usually produced by a terrestrial laser scanner, must
contain only one tree, but the point cloud may contain also some points from the ground
and understorey.

As shown in the Table 2, ForestTaxator possesses a number of advantages as com-
pared to other software. The attractiveness of this software is due to the fact that it
provides all necessary functionalities used in the forest inventory field. ForestTaxator is
freely available to the scientific community and for commercial purposes. We believe the
impact of the software on the community will be significant.

9. Conclusions

Today’s technical possibilities make it possible to collect data about the environment in
the form of three-dimensional scans containing millions of points describing the structure
of the scanned objects. There are various methods of performing a scan, including the
LiDAR-based methods. Three-dimensional scans are used in many social and scientific
fields as well as in civil engineering. In the case of large-area or high-resolution scans, the
size of the data may necessitate the use of an appropriate approach to reduce memory
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Tab. 2. Comparison between ForestTaxator and other free software used for the forest inventory. Stan-
dalone means standalone application; DTM – DTM extraction; Stem – tree stem detection;
Wood/leaf – point cloud classification into wood/leaf components; Params – Basic tree param-
eters extraction; QSM – QSM extraction.

Name [reference] Platform DTM Stem Wood/leaf Params QSM
DendroCloud [1] standalone + + − + −
3DForest [35] standalone + + − + +
Computree [34] standalone + + − + +
Simple-Forest [33] standalone + + − + +
AdTree [36] standalone − − − + +
SSSC [37] standalone + + + − −
TreeQSM [11] Matlab − − − + +
TreeLS [38] R − + − + −
TLSeparation [25] Python − − + − −
ForestTaxator C# + + + + +

usage or speed up the search of the set. A scanner using LiDAR is characterized by very
high precision, short scanning time and a long range of tens or even hundreds of meters.

Genetic algorithms are a type of heuristic that works well where no other methods
are known. They use terminology borrowed from biology, and more specifically from the
field of species evolution. The advantage of these algorithms is their great versatility.
One basic scheme is always used, which can be extended with additional elements. An-
other advantage of genetic algorithms is their susceptibility to parallelization. The most
illustrative case is the use of multiple populations that may exchange from time to time
with a small number of individuals to increase genetic diversity.

We described in detail an attempt to use a 3D point cloud and genetic algorithms
to detect and approximate the diameter of the cross-sections of trees. The work covers
all stages of data analysis – from loading them into memory to creating the tree model.
The work proved that the use of hybrid genetic algorithms for automatic inventory of
trees in the forest makes sense – the obtained results were consistent with the reference
data to a large extent, while the time of genetic calculations remained very short.
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Abstract. This work proposes a segmentation-free approach to Arabic Handwritten Text Recog-
nition (AHTR): an attention-based Convolutional Neural Network – Recurrent Neural Network – Con-
nectionist Temporal Classification (CNN-RNN-CTC) deep learning architecture. The model receives as
input an image and provides, through a CNN, a sequence of essential features, which are transferred to
an Attention-based Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory Network (BLSTM). The BLSTM gives fea-
tures sequence in order, and the attention mechanism allows the selection of relevant information from
the features sequences. The selected information is then fed to the CTC, enabling the loss calculation
and the transcription prediction. The contribution lies in extending the CNN by dropout layers, batch
normalization, and dropout regularization parameters to prevent over-fitting. The output of the RNN
block is passed through an attention mechanism to utilize the most relevant parts of the input sequence
in a flexible manner. This solution enhances previous methods by improving the CNN speed and per-
formance and controlling over model over-fitting. The proposed system achieves the best accuracy of
97.1% for the IFN-ENIT Arabic script database, which competes with the current state-of-the-art. It
was also tested for the modern English handwriting of the IAM database, and the Character Error Rate
of 2.9% is attained, which confirms the model’s script independence.

Key words: Arabic handwriting recognition, attention mechanism, BLSTM, CNN, CTC, RNN.

1. Introduction

Handwriting recognition is one of the critical research areas of Optical Character Recog-
nition (OCR)1, which consists of converting text on images into machine-encoded text.
This step is vital, considering the importance of digitization in nowadays life. Handwrit-
ing recognition is employed in various domains such as document processing [25], writer
identification, office automation, signature verification [5] automatic cheque processing
in banks [26], postal code recognition [9], etc.

In this work, we present a segmentation-free approach to address the problem of
Arabic Handwritten Text Recognition (AHTR). It is crucial since the Arabic alphabet is
the second most widely used alphabetic writing system globally, and 234 million people
speak Arabic. Researchers obtained very encouraging results in machine-printed Arabic
text recognition because of the text’s homogeneity, such as within and across word
spaces, spacing within successive text lines, and character sizes. Oppositely, handwritten
Arabic recognition is classified as a complex task for many reasons: the multiple writing
styles, the Arabic script’s vast variability, the use of ligatures and diacritics, the cursive

1All the abbreviations are explained in Table 6 at the end of the paper, p. 67.
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nature where alphabets are written in a joint flowing style which may cause touched and

overlapped characters (see Figure 1, letters with the same shapes, such as H. ,
�
H and �

H,
which can only be distinguished by dots figured under or above the base alphabet, the
change of the same character’s shape according to its position in the word (see Figure 2)
and the absence of significant available Arabic databases.

Deep Learning-based models have been the basis of most Computer Vision tasks [7,
48], performing higher performances than other state-of-the-art approaches. More par-
ticularly, models based on neural networks have given exciting results in handwriting
recognition. As it has proven its success in this area, many works based on the architec-
ture Convolutional Neural Network – Recurrent Neural Network – Connectionist Tem-
poral Classification (CNN-RNN-CTC) have been proposed to recognize cursive scripts
such as Arabic, Parsi, and Latin to avoid segmenting words into characters or isolating
merged characters.

In the mentioned architecture, the text image is sent through convolutional layers to
get the features from the image. Later these features are fed to recurrent neural network
architecture, which outputs softmax probabilities over the vocabulary. These outputs
from different time steps are fed to the CTC decoder to get the raw text from images.
Note that CTC is designed for tasks where we need alignment between sequences but
where that alignment is difficult. We used it to align each character to its location in
the text. By just mapping the image to text and not worrying about each character’s
alignment to the input image’s location, one should calculate the loss and train the
network.

With this in mind, we tried to shed new light on previous works and propose an effi-
cient AHTR system that uses a CNN, a RNN and a CTC block. Of particular interest,
our system has three vital points. First, the CNN is extended by dropout layers. Sec-
ond, to extract features from input images, the CNN employs batch normalization and
dropout regularization parameters to prevent over-fitting and to improve system perfor-
mance. Third, the output of the RNN block is passed through an Attention mechanism.
This allows the essential information to be selected from the feature sequence resulting
from the RNN and then transmitted to the CTC block. Thus, to recognize a text, the
system does not segment it into words or characters in advance; rather, it recognizes the
input text by extracting a feature map from the input image using a CNN and transfers
it to the RNN layer, where an attention-based Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory
Network (BLSTM) with CTC is applied for sequence labeling. This solution enhances
previous methods by improving the model speed and performance and controlling model
over-fitting. From the functional point of view, the user simply performs the training of
the network by just mapping the image to text, without worrying about each character’s
alignment to the location in the input, and the system calculates the loss and presents
the results. We will discuss each of the steps in the further sections of the paper.
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Fig. 1. Some Arabic script writing characteristics. Created by the Authors of [6]; reused under the
CC BY 4.0 license.

Fig. 2. Contextual forms of some Arabic letters.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews related works, and sec-
tion 3 details the proposed models and the system’s architecture. In section 4, we present
the training process and discuss the obtained results.

2. Related Works

The recent progress in deep learning technology influenced the Arabic text recognition
problem, where several deep learning-based approaches were proposed. The first deep
learning-based approach for AHTR in images was introduced in 2008 by Graves and
Schmidhuber [33]. The authors used a Multi-Dimensional Long Short Term Memory
(MDLSTM) network and the CTC. The proposed model was evaluated on the IFN/ENIT
dataset [57] and reached an accuracy of 91.4%. The same model was used in 2013
by Rashid et al. [60], where the MDLSTM was used on the input images to extract
features fed to the CTC layer (120 units), which allows data labeling. The proposed
method reached a recognition rate of 99% on the Arabic Printed Text Image database
(APTI) [63]. In the same year, Chherawala et al. in [19] used the MDLSTM model on
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some handcrafted features and raw pixels extracted from IFN/ENIT, and they achieved
an accuracy of 88.8%.

Continuing the study of the deep-learning-based approaches evolution, we mention
the one proposed by Abandah et al. in 2014 [1]. It is based on the segmentation of
cursive words into graphemes. A features vector is extracted and passed to a BLSTM,
which transcript sequences by graphemes exploiting. In 2016, Ahmad et al. [2] used
the three variants, LSTM, BLSTM, and MDLSTM, for Pashto (which uses the Arabic
alphabet) handwritten text recognition. Their study offers the best performance using
the MDLSTM model on the KPTI database with an error rate of 9.22%.

Meanwhile, Elleuch et al. [29] introduced a handwritten character recognition ap-
proach based on a CNN-SVM architecture. The CNN is used for feature extraction,
and the SVM with Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel for classification. The authors
improved the results by adding the dropout technique, which temporarily removes some
units from the network to prevent the system from over-fitting problems. The prefor-
mance of the system was evaluated on three datasets: HACDB [49] with 24 classes,
HACDB with 66 classes, and IFN/ENIT with 56 classes, and error rates achieved were
2.09%, 5.83%, and 7.05%, respectively. During the same year, an RNL-based MDLSTM
and dropout were introduced by Maalej et al. [52].

In 2017, Chen et al. [17] presented a segmentation-free approach of RNN with a four-
layer bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) network with a CTC output layer and
combined it with the dropout technique. The authors evaluated the system performance
on the IFN/ENIT database with the “abcd-e” scenario. Accuracy of 86.4% was reached.
El-Sawy et al. [27] proposed a CNN-based in-depth learning architecture for Arabic
handwriting character recognition. The authors applied an optimization process that
increased the model performance. However, this method’s weak point was its incapacity
to manage significant inputs and share their weights.

The same year, Ahmad et al. in [3] presented an MDLST-CTC architecture for rec-
ognizing Arabic handwritten text. They used data augmentation to improve the model
performances and reached a CRR level of 80.02% on the KHATT dataset. Among the
recent works, we cite the one proposed in 2018 by M. Amrouch et al. [8]. It is a CNN-
based HMMmodel, where CNN is a prominent feature extractor, and the Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) baseline system is a recognizer. The model was validated using the two
IFN/ENIT database scenarios, “abc-d” and “abcd-e”. It reached a recognition accuracy
of 88.95% and 89.23%, respectively.

Continuing with the progress of Handwritten Arabic recognition, we mention two
works presented in 2019. The first one [28] is a Convolutional Deep Belief Network
(CDBN) framework proposed to recognize low/high-level dimensional data. The authors
used data augmentation and a dropout regularization to increase the model’s perfor-
mance and avoid over-fitting. The model was first evaluated on the HACDB characters
database and achieved an accuracy rate of 98.86%. Moreover, second, on the IFN/ENIT
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words database, it reached an accuracy of 92.9%. The second one presented in [56]
was designed to recognize an image of Arabic text/characters. The introduced model
takes a single line of Arabic text and segments it into words and letters. The trained
model recognizes these image fragments as characters. The model evaluation was done
on a custom dataset, and reached a CRR of 83%. In 2020, authors in [4] proposed a deep
learning-based approach for Arabic text extraction. They used preprocessing, including
pruning of extra white spaces plus de-skewing the skewed text lines. Furthermore, they
trained the proposed MDLSTM-CTC model on the KHATT database with data aug-
mentation. They achieved a Character Recognition rate (CRR) of 80.02%. In the same
year, authors in [61] introduced a CNN-RNN-based model for word recognition. They
worked on Persian handwritten text, which has the same properties as Arabic. Their
main improvement was not using the segmentation step. In [6], a supervised Deep CNN
(DCNN) model was used to address the challenges of recognizing offline handwritten
Arabic text, including isolated digits, characters, and words. The model reached an
accuracy of 99.95% on the SUST-ALT database.

To clotureclose our related works section, we mention the work [10], where authors
proposed an approach based on sequentially transferring the mid-level word image rep-
resentations through two consecutive phases strategy based on transfer learning. They
used the ResNet18 model that has been pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset. They
achieved a recognition accuracy of 96.11% on the IFN/ENIT database.

The related works have been synthetically compared in Tab. 1.

3. Proposed System

This section will introduce the proposed deep neural network for AHTR inspired by
the work in [62]. It comprises three principal end-to-end parts: a CNN, and an RNN,
followed by a CTC. This combination is the best choice as it currently outperforms
all other approaches. The CNN is used for sequence feature extraction from the input
images. Furthermore, the RNN is used to propagate information within this sequence.
For each sequence element, it outputs a matrix of character scores. The CTC operation is
set up to calculate the loss value to train the proposed model and to perform the inference
at this stage. The CTC decodes the RNN’s output matrix to infer the text contained
in the input image. These two associated networks with the CTC make word-level
recognition possible without character-level segmentation. Figure 3 shows an overview
of the AHTR system and Figure 4 details it. The proposed neural network (NN) can be
described by a mathematical formula (1) that performs the mapping between an image
I and a character sequence S:

NN : IW×H → (c1, c2, ..., cn)0≤n≤L , (1)
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Tab. 1. Comparison of the state-of-the-art methods.

Year Method Advantages Limits
2008 [33] The general system applied for Arabic

as English. The system works directly
on raw pixel data and requires minimal
changes for languages with different al-
phabets.

When applying the model to other lan-
guages, the dimensionality of the networks
should be modified to match the data.

2013 [60] The method performs very well on printed
Arabic text recognition, even for very low
resolution and small font size images.

It is not evaluated for handwriting text.

2013 [19] The MDLSTM can automatically learn
features from the input image (automati-
cally learned features).

Despite their ability to learn features,
the architecture of MDLSTM networks
can limit their performance, especially the
amount of horizontal sub-sampling.

2014 [1] We describe a robust rule-based segmen-
tation algorithm that uses particular fea-
ture points identified in the word skele-
ton to segment the cursive words into
graphemes.

Improper segmentation of the graphemes
leads to a lousy extraction of the features,
therefore an inadequate recognition.

2016 [2] It is a comparison, not an approach that
showed that MDLSTM achieved a good
performance on their KPTI (Pashto lan-
guage) database.

-

2016 [29] They used a CNN-based-SVM model,
which automatically extracts features
from the raw images and performs clas-
sification.

A non-generic system. The proposed ar-
chitecture must be extended to deal with
handwritten words in different languages
and enhance the recognition rate.

2016 [52] Dropout. -
2017 [17] The use of GRU units and dropout. -
2017 [27] The use of an optimization process. The method is incapable of managing sig-

nificant inputs and sharing their weights.
2018 [8] The ability to extract automatically

salient features directly from raw pixels.
Low Recognition Rate compared with re-
cent models.

2019 [56] Using a preprocessing step to improve the
quality of the images and to segment text
lines to words and characters.

The recognition rate is low for letters with
loops and those including dots.

2020 [4] MDLSTM has the advantage of scanning
the Arabic text lines in all directions. A
pre-processing step includes pruning of
extra white spaces plus de-skewing the
skewed text lines.

Limited dataset.

2020 [61] Using the advantages of both CNN and
RNN for the word recognition purpose.
The method benefits from CTC for elimi-
nating the segmentation procedure.

-

2021 [6] Using the Transfer Learning (TL)-based
feature extraction. The approach can ef-
fectively deal with high-dimensional data
by automatically and contextually ex-
tracting the best features. PGeneral
model.

A non-generic system. The database has
an insufficient number of training samples.

2021 [10] Using the transfer learning The model misclassifies words with simi-
larities in shape and number of characters.
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Fig. 3. The proposed AHTR pipeline.

Fig. 4. The used Neural Network architecture for the text-line recognition.

where L is the max sequence length and ci, i ∈ {1..L} are the predicted characters. It
transforms an image IW×H to a sequence of characters (c1, c2, ..., cn) with a length L. As
the recognition is done on a character level, the model can recognize text that does not
belong to the training data. This is a strong point of the proposed model. We describe
the model and the used dataset in the rest of this section.

3.1. CNN

CNNs are specific neural networks that apply convolution in place of general matrix
multiplication in at least one of their layers. These networks have succeeded in several
fields, such as automatic image classification, multi-object detection, object localization,
handwritten digit recognition, and object classification. With this success, the applica-
tion of CNNs in machine learning projects has increased drastically. Over time, several
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approaches have been used to improve the performance of CNNs. We cite, for exam-
ple, the development of computational systems, the design of regularization techniques
such as the batch normalization and the dropout method, adding hidden layers, and the
abundance of the training data. With all these stratagems, CNNs performance increased
over time.

Recall that a CNN consists of an input layer, hidden layers, and an output layer
sequentially connected. Each convolutional layer has input from the preceding layer
convolved with trained filters. Hidden layers’ inputs and outputs are masked by the ac-
tivation function (generally the Relu) and the final layer’s convolution. The convolution
output can be followed by other layers, such as fully connected, pooling, and normaliza-
tion layers. Every neuron in one layer is connected to another in a fully connected layer.
The pooling operation reduces the risk of over-fitting. It minimizes the data size by com-
bining the neuron clusters’ outputs at one layer into a single neuron in the next layer.
There are two well-used types of pooling: max pooling and average pooling. Taking
the maximum value of each local neuron cluster in the feature map is max-pooling, and
taking the average value is average pooling. While the Batch Normalization (BN) layer
is added to a sequential model to standardize the input or the outputs, it provides each
network layer to learn more independently. In normalization, the input layer is scaled
by the activations. The normalization layer is usually set just after the convolution and
pooling layers.

The first stage of our model is a CNN with seven layers (see Table 2). These layers
are trained to select essential features from the input image. The CNN takes an image
of size (800×64) and returns a features sequence of size (100×512). Each model’s layer
consists of a convolution (with 5×5 or 3×3 kernel) followed or not by one of the pooling
(a 2×2 or 1×2 pooling) or BN operations. A dropout is added at the end of each layer to
prevent over-fitting in the model. They are added to randomly and temporarily remove
some percentage (at a given rate, see Table 2) of neurons and their connections.

3.2. Att-BLSTM

A Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory Network (BLSTM) is a neural network model
for training sequential data. It uses two isolated LSTMs, a forward LSTM reading the
input sequence from left to right and a backward LSTM reading the sequence from right
to left. The LSTM model was first proposed in [37] to defeat the gradient vanishing
problem. The BLSTM model was introduced to get high-level features from the input
features sequence. Further, the BLSTM networks extend the LSTMs by including a
second layer, where the hidden-to-hidden connections flow in an opposite temporal order.
The model is then able to manipulate past and future information.

In the proposed AHTR, we used an Attention-based BLSTM (see Figure 5) with 512
hidden cells for each LSTM. It employs a neural attention mechanism to extract relevant
information from an input features sequence and explicitly includes the potential of
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Fig. 5. An overview of the used Att-BLSTM architecture.

handling different writing styles. Attention-based networks have shown striking success
in various deep learning domains. The attention mechanism is applied to an image to
search in specific regions like a human when looking for a particular pattern, orientating
himself to specific zones in the image.

The BLSTM includes two LSTMs, which are forward and backward, respectively.
It takes as input a feature map with a size of (100 × 512), 512 features per time-step,
and outputs a matrix consisting of combined LSTM output vectors of size (100× 1024);
1024 for each time step. The attention block produces a weighted vector and multiplies
features from each step by the latter. It gives an output sequence, which is mapped to a
matrix of size (100× 121), where 100 is the text line max length and 121 is the number
of characters contained in the IFN/ENIT dataset considering the black character (’-’).
The number 121 is also the number of classes C, so the length of the labeled axis in the
CTC layer will be 121. Therefore there are 121 entries for each of the 100 time steps.

3.3. CTC

As mentioned before, our model comprises a CNN, an RNN, and a CTC. The CNN
allows feature sequence extraction from input images, and the RNN propagates informa-
tion through this sequence and produces a matrix of character scores for each sequence
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element. The CTC is set up for sequence labeling without input segmentation. In other
words, the CTC is a softmax layer, which produces probabilities corresponding to all
the possible label alignments of the input sequence with length T , where T is the length
of the probabilities sequence fed to the CTC function. for all steps. It interferes in two
steps: 1) during training, it takes the Att-BLSTM output matrix and the ground truth
text to calculate the loss value, and 2) while inference, where it takes just the output
matrix and provides the predicted text with a max length of 100 characters. The CTC
was first introduced in [32]. Let us detail how it works in the rest of this section. It is
essential to know that while training, the CTC takes the output matrix and the ground
truth text and does not try to learn each ground truth text’s character position. Still,
it tries all possible alignments of the ground truth text in the image and calculates the
sum of the scores. The ground truth text’s score is high if only the sum of the alignment
scores is high.

There are three CTC fundamental functions to detail:

1.Text encoding: To defeat the significant problem of the database annotation when
characters take more than one time-step in the image and duplicated characters are
provided (an example is given in Figure 6). The CTC is set up to overcome this
problem by representing redundant characters with a single one. It uses alphabet
labels (composed of all characters that occurred in the training data). The CTC adds
a blank label (indicated by ’-’) to specify no label at a particular time position in
the output sequence. For example, in Figure 6b, the CNN result (annotation) for the

input image is ’-
�
é
�
®
�
®
	
J
	
K-’, which will be decoded to ’

�
é
�
®
	
K’.

2.Loss calculation: The CTC calculates the loss function and backpropagates it to
the NN to restart the end-to-end learning process (training). As mentioned before,
the Att-BLSTM produces a matrix of scores for each character at each time step.
The loss is calculated by adding all scores of all possible alignments of the ground
truth text. Figure 7 gives a simple example for two-time steps with a reduced matrix

(where the alphabet is composed of three characters {

@,ø


,–}. Supposing that the

current ground truth is ”ø


,” then all feasible paths are: ” ù



K
”, ”–ø


” and ”ø


–.” The

probability of the ground truth occurring is calculated by: P = 0.12 + 0.24 + 0.18 =
0.54, where corresponding character scores are multiplied to get the score for one path.
The CTC applies the negative logarithm to the obtained probability to calculate the
loss value L: L = − log(P ).

3.Text decoding: For CTC decoding (inference), we used the best path decoding
method to decode the output probability matrix as follows:

(a) For each time step, it determines the character with the maximum probability, and
at the final time step, the best path is calculated.

(b) To determine the resulting text, it removes blanks and duplicated characters.
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Fig. 6. (a) Image annotation where each character takes up one time-step. (b) Image annotation where
a few characters take up more than one time-step.

Fig. 7. The Att-BLSTM output matrix representing the character probability at each time step.

3.4. Configuration

We implemented the proposed offline Arabic handwritten text recognition model on a
Hp Z-440 workstation with 16 GB RAM using Keras [34] (a Python deep learning library
created by Google).

This section gives a detailed description of the proposed model architecture’s configu-
ration: the general hyperparameters, the CNN hyperparameters, the RNN hyperparam-
eters, the attention blocks, and the CTC hyperparameters. The general hyperparameters
provide those for the proposed model and the configuration network, which enclose the
optimizer, learning rate, batch size, number of convolution layers, number of LSTM lay-
ers, the attention mechanism, and the CTC configuration. These hyperparameters are
illustrated as follows:
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•Optimizer: The adaptive learning rate optimization algorithm incrementally up-
dates the CNN’s weights after each epoch passes over the training dataset. The
optimization algorithm used in our experiments is the Adam optimizer, presented
by Diederik Kingma from OpenAI and Jimmy Ba from the University of Toronto in
2014 [44]. We choose it because it is a popular algorithm in the deep learning area
and reaches good results fast. We set the Adam parameters as follows:

◦Alpha: is the learning rate or step size. The proportion that weights are updated
was set to 10−4.

◦Beta1: is the exponential decay rate for the first moment estimates is set to 0.9,
the default value in the Keras deep learning library.

◦Beta2: is the exponential decay rate for the second-moment estimates is set to
0.999, the default value in the Keras library.

◦Epsilon: is a tiny number to prevent any division by zero in the implementation,
and it was set to its default value, which is 10−7.

•Learning rate: the learning rate controls how much to modify the model in reply to
the calculated error each time the model weights are updated. Selecting a reasonable
learning rate is a difficult task, where a too-small value can lead to a lengthy training
process that might get stuck. At the same time, a too-large value can lead to learning
a set of sub-optimal weights too fast or to an inconsistent training process. In our
experiments, the learning rate is set to 10−4.

•Batch size: it presents the total number of training samples presented in a single
batch; in our training, we set it to 260.

•The CNN configuration:

◦The number of convolution layers: since handwriting recognition is a complex
task, our CNN must be a deep architecture; with more than three layers to guar-
antee a good features extraction from the input images. We limited our model to 7
layers since an enormous number of layers can increase the number of weights and
the complexity of the model.

◦Regularization: more precisely, the dropout; to handle the problem of overfitting.
It is a simple method that randomly drops nodes out of the network, and it has a
regularizing impact as the remaining nodes should adjust to pick up the slack of
the removed nodes. So a dropout is added at the end of each layer (see Table 2 for
the dropout rates setting).

◦Convolution batch normalization: is used to improve a neural network’s per-
formance and is designed to automatically standardize the inputs to a deep learning
neural network layer. In our CNN architecture, we added batch normalization to
the third and sixth layers between the convolution and max-pooling operations,
and we used it in a binary range (0, 1). The layer will transform inputs to be stan-
dardized, meaning they will have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one.
The momentum parameter is set to its default value, 0.99.
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◦Convolution activation function: In a network layer, the activation function
specifies how the weighted sum of the input is transformed into an output of one
single or multiple nodes. The activation function controls how sufficiently the
network model learns the training dataset in the hidden layers. In the output layer,
the activation function defines the type of predictions the model should make. In
our CNN, we used the ReLU function for the hidden layers and the last layer since
the last layer is not making predictions. It produces 100×1×512 vectors that will
be first passed to a collapse layer to remove dimension to 100×512; this feature
matrix will be passed as input to the RNN block.

◦Convolution kernel size: Each convolution kernels’ number belongs to the set
{1, 64, 128, 256, 512}.

◦Convolution kernels: Each convolution kernel’s size belongs to the set {1, 2, 4, 8,
16, 32, 64}.

•The number of LSTM layers: We used two LSTMs with 512 hidden cells for each
one in the proposed architecture.

•Attention mechanism: Integrating attention mechanisms into deep-learning ap-
plications has proven to be a notable improvement in many applications, such as
image recognition and machine translation. It is added to deep learning models to
select which information to reserve to achieve the best use of the limited resources.
More precisely, it is the power to dynamically select and use the essential parts of the
available information as a human brain does. We added an Attention layer after the
BLSTM using Keras in the proposed architecture. We set the return sequences pa-
rameter to True when creating the BLSTM model to return the hidden units’ output
for all the previous time steps. The attention is calculated by a weighted sum of the
value vectors resulting from the RNN.

•CTC configuration: The CTC translates a prediction into a label sequence. Its
input is a sequence of observations, and the outputs are a sequence of labels, including
blank outputs. In our architecture, the sequence max length is 100, the class number
is 121, and the used decoder is the bestpath decoder.
The global structure of the used model is shown in Figure 4, and a detailed architec-

ture is presented in Table 2.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Training

The parameters used in the training process are listed in Tab. 3.

4.1.1. Databases

We used the IFN/ENIT [57] database for the model training. The Institute of Com-
munications Technology in Germany has created IFN in association with the National
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Tab. 2. Architecture for the used CNN. Abbreviations: Pooling (Pool), batch normalization (BN),
convolutional layer (Conv).

Type Description Output size

Input gray-value text line image 800× 64× 1
Conv + Pool + Dropout kernel 5× 5, pool 2× 2, rate(0.1) 400× 32× 64
Conv + Pool + Dropout kernel 5× 5, pool 1× 2, rate(0.2) 400× 16× 128
Conv + BN + Pool + Dropout kernel 3× 3, pool 2× 2, rate(0.25) 200× 8× 128
Conv + Dropout kernel 3× 3, rate(0.3) 200× 8× 256
Conv + Pool + Dropout kernel 3× 3, pool 2× 2, rate(0.35) 100× 4× 256
Conv + BN + Pool + Dropout kernel 3× 3, pool 1× 2, rate(0.4) 100× 2× 512
Conv + Pool + Dropout kernel 3× 3, pool 1× 2, rate(0.45) 100× 1× 512
Collapse remove dimension 100× 512
Att-BLSTM bidir., 2 layers, 512 hidden cells 100× 1024
Projection Projection into C classes 100× C
CTC Loss calculation and decoding ≤ 100

Engineers School of Tunis (ENIT) in Tunisia. It consists of five sets: a, b, c, d, e, con-
taining 32492 images of handwritten names of 937 Tunisian towns written by more than
1000 different writers. Furthermore, two new sets, f and s, are added for word recogni-
tion evaluation. The set f was created in Tunisia by new writers who did not build the
old five sets. The set s was collected in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) by students
at Sharjah.

Furthermore, we trained the model on a Latin database called IAM [54]. It contains
1066 forms of handwritten English text produced by approximately 400 different writers.
They were scanned at 300 dpi resolution and saved as PNG images with 256 gray levels.
A total of 82227-word instances out of 10841 words occur in this database. The dataset
can be used to train and test English handwritten text recognition. We kept the same
parameters except for the number of classes, fixed at 54, which is the number of different
characters in the IAM database.

Tab. 3. Parameter settings

Image
pre-processing

Segmenting the IFN/ENIT database to three sets: set1 composed of
sets a, b, c, and s for training, set2 is d for validation, and set e for
testing. All images are resized to (800× 64× 1). No other processing.

Training setting initial epoch = 0, no improvement = 30, learning rate = 10−4,
initial weights = 0.01, batch size = 260, Evaluation metrics:
Accuracy and Loss,

CTC setting max sequence length = 100, Decoder Type = bestpath, and the num-
ber of classes C = 121
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Fig. 8. (a) Samples from the IFN/ENIT database and their transcriptions. (b) Samples from the IAM
database and their transcriptions.

Samples of the used databases and their transcriptions are given in Figure 8.

4.1.2. Training and Validation

We used precision and loss to evaluate the model’s training on the IFN/ENIT and the
IAM datasets. Table 3 displays the parameter settings when training the models.

•Training on the IFN/ENIT database:
The training is stopped after 525 epochs, and the resulting curves show excellent
training. As shown in Figure 9, the learning loss curve decreases to the point of
stability, as does the validation loss plot, revealing a small gap with the learning loss
plot. We conclude that the model loss is lower on the training dataset than on the
validation dataset. In parallel, the accuracy plots of training and validation increase
to the point of stability with a small gap. To conclude, the accuracy and loss curves
show a good fit.

•Training on the IAM database:
Figure 10 presents the loss and accuracy plots during training and validation, and they
show a good fit. Training loss curves decrease slowly with slight noisy movements
during the training and validation. Likewise, the training and validation accuracy
curves increase gradually with subtle noisy movements to reach a height accuracy
during training and validation.

4.2. Test

We reported the same evaluation metrics used in the benchmarks to facilitate comparison
to other systems to access the performance of the proposed architecture on the test
databases. On IAM, we show our results using Character Error Rate (CER) measures.
Whereas on IFN/ENIT, we used the string accuracy metric. Recall that:

CER(%) =

∑n
i=1(distc(Pi,Truei))∑n

i=1 lenc(Truei)
, (2)
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Fig. 9. Training curves: (a) Training and Validation Accuracy, and (b) Training and Validation Loss
on IFN/ENIT database.

Fig. 10. Training curves: (a) Training and Validation Accuracy, and (b) Training and Validation Loss
on IAM database.

where distc is the Levenshtein distance calculated at character level (including spaces),
lenc is the number of characters in the input string, Pi is the string of characters to be
recognized for the ith input image and Truei is the true transcription of the ith image.

Accuracy =

∑n
i=1(Pi = Truei)

n
× 100 [%] , (3)

where Pi is the string of characters that the model recognizes for the ith input image,
Truei is the true transcription of the ith image, and n is the size of the test database.
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Tab. 4. Performance comparisons with IFN/ENIT Database.

Methods Architecture Accuracy
[52] MDLSTM-CTC 88.38%
[29] CNN-SVM 92.95%
[39] Dynamic Bayesian Network 82%
[8] CNN-HMM 89.23%
[11] HMM(128 Mixtures) 93%
[53] CNN-BLSTM 92.21%
[36] ANN 87.10%
[1] RNN 94.45%
[30] DBN + CDBN 96.23%
[52] MDLSTM with dropout 94.65%
[27] CNN 94.9%
[43] Bayesian + CNN 95.2%
[61] CNN + RNN 96.75%

Proposed Method CNN + Att-BLSTM + CTC + dropout 97.1%

Table 4 gives recognition rates of other systems tested on the IFN/ENIT database.
It is shown that our result is very prominent compared to other systems. Our trained
model gives an impressive recognition rate of 97.1% for the testing set, whereas Table 5
shows CER rates of other systems tested on the IAM database. A CER of 2.9 % is
attained, confirming the model’s script independence. Interestingly, our system shows
a clear advantage over the other systems tested on the IAM database. This result has
further strengthened our conviction that the proposed model is script-independent.

Figure 11 presents examples of the model’s inferences on English, French, and Italian
handwritten text images.

5. Conclusion

Handwriting recognition is a dynamic field of research that regularly needs an accuracy
increase. In this work, we proposed a deep learning approach based on a CNN-Att-
BLSTM-CTC architecture with dropout and batch-normalization to recognize Arabic
handwritten text accurately in images. Texts can be of various sizes and writing styles.
We improved the used CNN with dropout, temporarily removing some units from the
network to prevent the system from over-fitting problems. The CNN is used for sequence
feature extraction and passes its output to the ATT-BLSTM to propagate information.
For each sequence element, it outputs a matrix of character scores. Then the CTC
operation is set up to calculate the loss value, train the proposed model, and to perform
inference at this stage. The CTC decodes the Att-BLSTM’s output matrix to infer the
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Tab. 5. Performance comparisons with IAM Database.

Methods Architecture CER

[15] CNN + BLSTM + CTC 3.2%
[65] MDLSTM + CTC 3.5%
[16] MDLSTM + MLP/HMM 3.6%
[12] MDLSTM + CTC 4.4%
[59] CNN + LSTM+CTC 4.4%
[13] MDLSTM + Attention 4.4%
[40] Transformer 4.6%
[22] LSTM + HMM 4.7%
[66] LSTM + HMM 4.8%
[55] CNN + LSTM + Attention 4.8%
[67] CNN + CTC 4.9%
[21] CNN + LSTM + Attention 4.9%
[45] LSTM + HMM 5.1%
[58] MDLSTM + CTC 5.1%
[35] CNN + BLSTM + Attention + CTC 5.1%
[24] CNN + BLSTM 5.7%
[41] CNN + BGRU + GRU + Attention 5.7%
[38] CNN + CTC 6.1%
[14] MDLSTM + CTC 6.6%
[42] CNN + BGRU + GRU 6.8%
[20] CNN + BLSTM + LSTM 8.1%
[46] GMM/HMM 8.2%
[64] CNN + LSTM + Attention 8.8%
[47] CNN + LSTM + CTC 9.7%
[31] MLP/HMM 9.8%
[18] MDLSTM + CTC 11.1%
[23] MLP/HMM 12.4%
[51] MDLSTM + CTC 17.0%
[50] BLSTM + CTC 18.2

Proposed method CNN + Attention-Blstm + CTC + dropout + BN 2.9%

text contained in the input image. The proposed model is validated on the IFN/ENIT
database. According to the experimental results, the accuracy reaches 97.1%. The
feature extraction, training, and recognition components of the model are all designed
to be script-independent. The model parameters are estimated automatically from the
training data without the need for laborious handwritten rules. It requires no pre-
segmentation of the data, either at the word level or at the character level. Thus, it can
handle languages with cursive handwritten scripts straightforwardly. We tested it on the
IAM database, and a CER of 2.9% was attained.
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Fig. 11. Model’s results on handwritten Latin text lines; where (a) and (b) are the handwritten English
text image, and its recognition result, (c) and (d) are the handwritten French text image, and
its recognition result, respectively, and (e) and (f) are handwritten Italian text image and its
recognition result.

In future work, we intend to train the developed model on a complex database,
such as HACDB, KHATT, etc., to improve our model’s performance, employing deeper
models. We also aim to extend the set of input images to recognize text lines with larger
sizes and inclinations. We also plan to add a second Att-BLSTM before the CTC layer
to improve the results.

Tab. 6. Table of Abbreviations.

AHTR Arabic Handwritten Text Recognition
APTI Arabic Printed Text Image database
Att Attention
BLSTM Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory
BN Batch Normalization
CDBN Convolutional Deep Belief Network
CER Character Error Rate
CNN Convolutional Neural Network
Conv Convolutional layer
CRR Character Recognition Rate
CTC Connectionist Temporal Classification
DCNN Deep CNN
GRU Gated Recurrent Unit
HMM Hidden Markov Model
LSTM Long Short Term Memory
MDLSTM Multi-Dimensional Long Short Term Memory
NN Neural Network
OCR Optical Character Recognition
Pool Pooling
RNN Recurrent Neural Network
RBF Radial Basis Function
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Abstract. The handwritten text recognition problem is widely studied by the researchers of computer
vision community due to its scope of improvement and applicability to daily lives. It is a sub-domain of
pattern recognition. Due to advancement of computational power of computers since last few decades
neural networks based systems heavily contributed towards providing the state-of-the-art handwritten
text recognizers. In the same direction, we have taken two state-of-the art neural networks systems and
merged the attention mechanism with it. The attention technique has been widely used in the domain
of neural machine translations and automatic speech recognition and now is being implemented in text
recognition domain. In this study, we are able to achieve 4.15% character error rate and 9.72% word
error rate on IAM dataset, 7.07% character error rate and 16.14% word error rate on GW dataset after
merging the attention and word beam search decoder with existing Flor et al. architecture. To analyse
further, we have also used system similar to Shi et al. neural network system with greedy decoder and
observed 23.27% improvement in character error rate from the base model.

Key words: handwriting recognition, deep learning, word beam search, attention, neural network,
lexicon.

1. Introduction

One of the major modes of communication is through handwritten text. From the 19th

century onwards, there is a rapid growth in the various computer technologies. One such
domain is handwriting recognition [53]. It is a sub-domain of pattern recognition. The
act of transcribing handwritten text into a digitized form is named as handwritten text
recognition (HTR). This problem is widely studied in the research community due to its
omnipresent need where people communicate and interact. The communication mode
can be verbal, by sign language or with handwritten text. At present, handwritten text
can be represented in two ways: online and offline. The online handwriting recognition
is performed while the text to be recognized is written (e.g. by a pressure setting device),
therefore temporal and geometric information is available. It is a way of processing and
recognizing the text while writing or entering. The offline handwriting recognition is
performed by collecting handwritten data and feeding these data into a computing device
for recognition. The HTR task faces various challenges, like cursiveness of handwritten
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text, different size and shape of each character and large vocabularies. There are many
challenging aspects of any unconstrained handwriting recognition task. For example, in
unconstrained handwriting recognition there is no control over author, writing styles and
instrument used for writing. Moreover, different vertical and horizontal space present
among different lines or different words in the same line causes uncertainty in a total
number of lines and words, respectively, in a page and line of a handwritten document
for an automatic text recognizer [33].

One of the key application areas of HTR is converting the ancient historical hand-
written text into the digital form as a part of modern digital library. It helps in bridging
the gap among computers and humans in various domains. Apart from this, invoices,
notes, accidental claims, feedback forms are usually in the handwritten format and these
can be used as digital footprints in the industrial domain. Despite from having developed
many state of the art techniques, HTR domain is still far away from having a generic
system that is able to read any handwritten text. Initial state of the art approaches of
the HTR domain were based upon Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [4, 9, 22, 24]. Re-
cently, Neural Network (NN) based techniques have been on the rise among the state of
the art methods, specially Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) techniques, in various
challenging tasks.

In any typical HTR system an input image consists of a sequence of objects (char-
acters) to be recognized, that contextually depend upon each other. The recognized
text length also varies greatly; for example, English language word “To” is of length
2, “Tomorrow” is of length 8 and “The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog” is of
length 33. The recognition of such sequences of objects is done either at word or line
level. Although word level recognition systems are quite popular, for a generic system
this technique is suboptimal. Firstly, for handwritten text, it is not always feasible to do
word segmentation due to their proximity or partially overlapping locations. In addition
to this, for densely written handwritten text, it is complex to detect large number of
words and at last there may be scenarios where a word is not separated by a space which
is a word separator considered by most of the linguistic systems [36]. Thus this study
focuses on line level recognition architecture to make the system as generic as possible.

The CNN in connection with the RNN have been consistently performing good and
are able to give state of the art results for the HTR problem [35,38,51]. The CNN typi-
cally has a convolutional layer that uses convolution operation for extracting the features
of the given image by applying various filters. The RNN is used to capture sequences
and contextual information hence is able to correlate the relationship among characters
rather then treating them independently. The Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory
(BLSTM) [23,27] RNN is used to capture long term dependencies and to consider more
context in comparison to typical RNN architecture. Deep BLSTM RNN is widely used
in speech recognition tasks [26, 46]. The output from BLSTM RNN is the character
probability versus time matrix, where probabilities of specific characters are calculated
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for each time step. In 2006, a technique was introduced to train and score NN architec-
tures in which input sequence and output labels are given in the form of the input and
output pair. The Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) function introduced in
this technique does not depend upon the underlying network architecture [25]. Hence,
in architecture trained by the CTC, output of the RNN is characters probabilities, in-
cluding the blank character. A blank character is a special character introduced in CTC
to handle duplicate characters. Obtaining the actual text from the output of the RNN
is called decoding.

A typical HTR system includes various preprocessing steps to minimize the variation
of text as much as possible. There are no generic preprocessing steps but these usually
relie on the input of the HTR system [19].

In this study, we have usued the line based gated convolution text recognition sys-
tem [15]. The attention was first introduced in Neural Machine Translation (NMT)
task [2, 39]. In a typical NMT task attention is used to provide the importance of each
word at a given time step while translating. Other than NMT, attention is also used
in speech recognition tasks [14]. Some recent studies have also shown attention to be
a promising method used with a HTR task. In this study, we have blended the atten-
tion mechanism with CTC based NN system to learn and propagate the image features
and utilize the benefits obtained from both the techniques The key contributions of the
present study are as follows.

•The text recognition system is explained in an end-to-end manner and in a simplified way.

• Popular attention mechanism is merged with existing state-of-the-art HTR techniques.

•Two separate NN systems are taken and merged with attention module to make our obser-
vation generalized.

•Attention module is merged with Flor et al. and Shi et al. architecture to learn and
propagate the image features efficiently while training of the NN system.

•Additionally, Word Beam Search (WBS) decoder [49] has been added as a post processing
step to improve the accuracy in Flor et al. system [15].

•Greedy decoding method is used with Shi et al. architecture [51] to show the percentage of
improvement we observed by adding the attention module to the existing NN system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers the key contributions in
the domain of the HTR. In section 3 the system design is discussed. Section 4 briefs
the experimental setup. In Section 5 the results of this study and the comparison with
other works are presented. Section 6 contains the discussion. At last, conclusions are
presented in Section 7.

2. Related Work

In this section, we have discussed the key contributions in the domain of the HTR.
We especially focused on the methods and techniques involving line level HTR. Early
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works in this domain have used dynamic programming based methods to segment and
identify the words at character level using optimum path finding algorithm [3,11]. Fur-
ther improvement was observed by using the HMM based techniques in the HTR [55].
Standard HMM based methods lack handling the long sequences of characters as per
the Markov assumption. To improve the accuracy further, these models are combined
with other basic NN systems. In one such method, an HMM/ANN based architecture is
presented in which trigram Language Model (LM) is used for recognition purposes [18].
Later, more advanced NN layers systems are studied in connection with the HMMs. In
a similar study, the HMM based HTR architecture is used that improves the accuracy of
recognition on IAM and RIMES dataset by applying preprocessing steps, discriminative
HMM training and discriminative feature extraction. In [34], an LSTM network is used
for feature extraction, and word and character level LMs are used to improve the accu-
racy even more. Further, in one such study, the activation function of the gated units of
the LSTM is modified to make the overall system robust. A combination of HMM and
LSTM is used as a recognizer [17].

Current state-of-the-art are NN based systems. In one such system, the Convolutional
Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) architecture is introduced that is a combination of
the CNN and the RNN and is able to produce state-of-the-art results in recognizing
sequential objects in scene-text images [51] (available also in [50]). Similar to CRNN,
one variant of RNNs, that is Multidimensional Long Short-Term Memory (MDLSTM)
network, has been widely studied by the research community [28]. The MDLSTM ar-
chitectures provide the recurrence in both directions (horizontal and vertical) along the
given image [37]. Thus, two dimensional data of unconstrained handwritten text can be
processed. Utilizing this nature of the MDLSTM, many page level recognition systems
of the HTR are also proposed. In one such study, the proposed architecture is able to
recognize paragraph level texts. External segmentation of the paragraph into lines is
prone to errors and these errors propagate from segmentation to recognition. By doing
an implicit recognition, this study resolves the error generated due to poor segmentation.
In this study, the MDLSTM-RNN is used with attention mechanism. In [6] (published
earlier as [5]), a trigram LM is used that was trained on LOB, Brown and Wellington
corpora [30]. In a similar work [8] (available also in [7]), authors used an attention based
model for end-to-end HTR. In this approach, an MDLSTM, CTC and attention based
model is gradually trained from consecutive images of words to a complete text line.
As the size of the sentence increases accuracy increases gradually. To handle the para-
graph data, augmentation techniques are used to generate enough training data and the
model is modified with curriculum learning to adapt to recognition at paragraph level.
These networks are complex and require the use of a large number of computational
resources. The NN architecture based on convolutional and 1D-LSTM layers is able to
learn similar features with a significantly smaller computational cost [45]. Some notable
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state-of-the-art systems are only made up of CNN layers or attention techniques without
any recurrent layer [13,42,43,44,52,57,58].

3. System Design

In this section, we presented an overview of each module proposed in the text recognition
system in detail. In this study, we have used modified Bahdanau attention [2], which was
successfully used in two state-of-the-art NN systems [15] and [51]. Both of these systems
take the input image and extract its features. The propagated features are processed by
the attention and the RNN layer to produce the occurrence probability of each character
at each time step. Figure 1 presents the system architecture in detail. Later in the
discussion section, more is written on the position of attention layer in the NN model.

3.1. Feature Extraction

In both above mentioned systems, a greyscale image is taken as an input and its feature
map is produced as an output. A set of convolution layers is used to extract these input
image features. The heart of a convolution layer is a convolution operation. A kernel
slides over a given input image to produce its feature map. The convolution operation
is followed by Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function, which produces the
non-linearity in the NN system. Quick convergence was observed in ReLU comparison
to the other activation function of the same class. As shown in Fig. 1 the input image is
first pre-processed then this processed image is passed through a set of convolution and
fully gated convolution layers in Flor et al. [15] to extract the most relevant features.
While in Shi et al. [51], a series of convolution layers with varying kernel sizes are used
to extract features of images.

3.2. Attention Module

The CNN output is a four dimensional vector which is reshaped to three dimensions
(batch size, time-steps, features at each time step). These feature maps (f1, f2..., fn) are
fed to the attention module as input. The motivation for applying attention is towards
getting a more powerful representation using a weighted context vector (C). At a given
timestep, it is computed using Eq. (1),

C =

T∑
i=1

sif
CNN
i , (1)

where fCNN
i is feature information at ith time step, T is the total number of time steps

and si is attention weight corresponding to fCNN
i which is calculated using Eq. (2),
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Fig. 1. System Architecture

si =
exp (ai)∑T

k=1 exp (ak)
, (2)

where ai is alignment score of feature fi at a given time step. It is learned using Feed
Forward Neural Network (FNN) while training of the NN model. The inputs of different
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times are aggregated using attention based weighting. Thus, attention mechanism is
applied in the time step dimension such that at each step more relevant features will be
send to further RNN layers. Before applying the attention mechanism, we have to first
permute the reshaped output of CNN. The current output without permutation will be of
form (batch size, time steps, features per time step) and by applying dense layer without
permuting it would be understood that there was no feature exchange due to attention
mechanism, which is a false assumption. So, after the permutation operation, FFN layer
is used to get attention probabilities. This operation will be performed for each time
step. Thus we obtained a matrix that contains the weighted attention probabilities at
each time step, which further multiplied to feature vectors to obtain the context vector.
This context vector will be given to the next layer for further processing.

3.3. Recurrent Layers

Due to its property of having internal memory, the recurrent layers are widely used
in sequence learning tasks. HTR is a sequence learning problem when we identify the
probability of character occurrence given as an input image at each time step. As shown
in Fig. 1, the output of the attention layer is given to Bidirectional Gated Recurrent
Unit (BGRU) in Flor et al. system and similarly, the attention output is given to stacked
BLSTM layers in Shi et al. system. Both systems used bidirectional stacked layers for
processing input in forward and backward directions.

3.4. WBS Decoder

In a NN system, when trained with CTC loss function, the recurrent layer produces
the character probabilities at each time-step. These probabilities are mapped to final
character sequences using various decoding algorithms such as greedy, token passing and
WBS decoder. This was proposed in [49]. The prefix tree made from the available corpus
is internally used by this technique to decide which path to take while decoding at each
time step. A beam is simply one possible character sequence. The number of beams that
takes part in the next time step is equal to beam width except at t = 0. At the final
time step, the beam that has the highest probability is selected as the final sequence and
given as the output of the recognizer. We have used Beam Width = 50, and Processing

Mode as ’NGram’ while applying this decoder in the present study [49].

4. Experimental Setup

In this section, we discuss the experimental work done in this study. This includes
discussion on the datasets, preprocessing, data augmentation, evaluation metrics and
training details. We have used the basic model of Flor et al. [15,16] and WBS according
to [48,49]. The NN systems were implemented using the Keras package [29] in Python.
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Tab. 1. Train, validation and test splits of IAM and GW datsets

SNo. Dataset Train set Validation set Test set

1
IAM Dataset

(No. of characters=79)
6,161 900 1,861

2
GW Dataset

(No. of characters=82)
325 168 163

4.1. Dataset

In this study, we evaluated our model on IAM [40] and GW [21] benchmarked datasets.
These datasets contain pages of handwritten texts. These datasets contain the text
images and their transcription at word, line and paragraph levels. Each of both datasets
is discussed below.

4.1.1. IAM

The IAM dataset [40] contains the handwritten English text forms used by text recog-
nizers for training and testing purposes. Data are present at word, line and paragraph
levels. In this work, we have used the data present at line level with standard split as
defined in Table 1. The IAM dataset contains 657 writers, 1539 pages of scanned text,
13353 text lines and 115320 words. All the data is in labelled format. LOB corpus is
used to build the IAM dataset.

4.2. George Washington dataset (GW)

This dataset [21] contains the English letters written by George Washington to their
associates in 1755. It has a total of 20 pages whose data is annotated at the word level,
making 5000 words in total. We have used the train, test and validation split as specified
in Table 1.

4.3. Preprocessing

The preprocessing techniques are used to improve the quality of degraded handwritten
text documents. In this study, we have used illumination compensation [10], binariza-
tion [47] and deslanting [56] as preprocessing techniques. Figure 2 shows the image of
the IAM dataset after each preprocessing technique.

4.4. Evaluation Metric

The evaluation metric is used to identify how well the proposed system is performing
in comparison to earlier studies. We have used the standard evaluation metric Char-
acter Error Rate (CER) and Word Error Rate (WER). It is based on the Levenshtein
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distance (LD). It is formulated as follows,

WER =
Sword +Dword + Iword

Nword
(3)

where Sword is the number of substitutions required, Dword is the number of deletions
required, Iword is the number of insertions required at word level, and Nword is the total
number of characters in the ground truth sentence.

CER is the same as WER; the only difference is that in CER we work on the character
level instead of the word level like in WER.

4.5. Data Augmentation

Data augmentation techniques are used to provide different variations of the samples
available for training. For a NN system to be able to learn properly, the right amount
of training data is required. The model can either be overfit or underfit based on the
availability of the data. We have used random morphological and displacement trans-
formations such as resizing, rotation, image displacement, erosion and dilation.

4.6. Training Details

In this section, we discuss the training and testing algorithm used in the present system.
Algorithm 4.1 presents the training strategy and explains the details of the attention
module. Algorithm 4.2 explains the decoding using the WBS decoder. In the Shi et al.
system, the training architecture is the same except for the number and type of layers,
but for the decoding purpose, we have used best path decoding to produce results in
that setup.

Explanation We will discuss the training process as in algorithm 4.1 in line by line
manner, as follows.

Fig. 2. Results of pre-processing techniques
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Algorithm 4.1 Training Details

Input line images I1, I2, ...In and ground truth y1, y2, ...yn
Result Trained model weights on minimizing the validation loss

1: epochs=1000, batch=16, lr=0.001, stop tolerance=20, reduce tolerance=15; //ini-
tialize the training parameters

2: procedure Attention(RNNout)
3: RNNout=Permute(2,1)RNNout; //permute the time and feature axis
4: αp=Dense(timestep,softmax); //Calculate the attention weights
5: αp=Permute(2,1)αp;
6: Contextvec=Multiply(RNNout,αp); //Calculate the context vector
7: return Contextvec;
8: end procedure
9: procedure MAIN()

10: init model(); //Initialize the model framework
11: for i=1 to batch do
12: augmentImage(Ii); //Augment text line images
13: CNNi=(Ii); //Extract features of the Image
14: Reshapei=Reshape(CNNi); //Reshape output of CNN for further proc.
15: RNNinp−i=Attention(Reshapei); //Attention module
16: ŷi=RNN(RNNinp−i); //Processing RNN Layers
17: ŷi=Dense(timestep,Numchar + 1(for CTC blank)); //Finding the character

occurrence at each time step
18: δctc+=Lctc(yi,ŷi); //Computing CTC loss
19: end for
20: Backward(δctc); //Updating model weights using backpropagation
21: end procedure

Line 1:Define training model parameters such as batch size learning rate, early stopping
criteria and the total number of epochs.

Line 3: Permute the dimension of the output to enable feature exchange.

Line 4: Apply the dense() layer along the time step.

Line 5: Permute back the attention vector

Line 6: Obtaining the context vector by multiplying the features with the attention
weights for each step.

Line 7: Returns the context vector to the main function to be further processed by
RNN layers.

Line 10: Load the NN model.

Line 12: For a given batch, augment the preprocessed image.
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Line 13: Extract the features of the image using a series of convolutions and gated
convolutions operations.

Line 14: Converting 4D feature maps to 3D vectors to be further processed by attention
and RNN layers.

Line 15: Applied the attention as defined above and obtained the context vector.

Line 16: Find the predicted character occurrence from the output of RNN

Line 17: Map the output of RNN to the number of characters of dataset + 1 for the
sequence prediction.

Line 18: Compute the CTC loss from predicted and actual character sequence.

Line 20: Based upon the Loss value, train the NN system using backpropagation.

Algorithm 4.2 Prediction process

Input Text line image I, Etestcorpus , Echars, Ewordchars

Result Prediction of image text with CER and WER

1: BW=50, mode=’NGrams’, smooth=0.01; //Initializing the WBS decoding params.
2: initNNModel(); //Loading of the trained model with all the layers
3: output=Modelpredict(I); //Predicting the text in the Image
4: ŷ= Decoder(BW,mode,smooth = 0.01, Dtestcorpus , Dchars, Dwordchars); //Applying

WBS decoding algorithm
5: CER,WER = accuracy(y,ŷ); //compute CER and WER

Explanation We will discuss prediction process as in algorithm 4.2 in line by line
manner, as follows,

Line 1: Input text line image I. First, initialize the parameters of WBS decoding.

Line 2: Build the model.

Line 3: Process the image as per the trained model.

Line 4: RNN’s output dimensions are swapped as per predefined input accepted by the
WBS decoder.

Line 5: Computation of character occurrence using WBS decoding algorithm.

Line 6: Estimate the accuracy of the model on test images.

5. Results and Comparison

In this section, the results obtained in the present study have been discussed and com-
pared with the other state-of-the-art methods. This HTR system recognizes the hand-
written text on the line level, so the results are compared with other state-of-the-art
line level systems. We are able to achieve 4.12% CER and 9.72% WER on the IAM
dataset, and 7.07% CER and 16.14% WER on the GW dataset having Flor et al. as
our based model and WBS as a decoding algorithm. We have also implemented Shi
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et al. architecture and merged the attention module with it. Similar improvements were
observed in that architecture reported in Table 4. The greedy decoder was used in this
system. The given attention module is providing a 23.27% improvement with respect to
the basic model.

Tab. 2. Comparison of present work with other state-of-the-art line level works on IAM Dataset

S No. Reference Method CER WER

1 Puigcerver et al. [45]
CNN + LSTM +

CTC
4.4 12.2

2 Chowdhury et al. [12]
CNN + BLSTM +

LSTM
8.1 16.7

3 Michael et al. [41]
CNN + LSTM +

Attention
4.87 -

4 Kang et al. [31, 32] Transformer 4.67 15.45
5 Yousef et al. [58] CNN + CTC 4.9 -

6 Flor et al. [15]
CNN + BGRU +

CTC
3.72 11.18

7 Present Work
CNN + Attention +

BGRU + CTC
4.15 9.72

Tab. 3. Comparison of present work with other state-of-the-art line level works on GW Dataset

S No. Reference Method CER WER
1 Toledo et al. [54] CNN + BLSTM + CTC 7.32 -
2 Almazan et al. [1] Word Embedding 17.40 -
3 Fischer et al. [20] HMM + RNN 20 -

4 Present Work
CNN + Attention +

BGRU + CTC
7.07 16.14

Tab. 4. Similar NN System to Shi et al. recreated and attention module applied CNN as in Flor et al.
except using greedy decoder instead of WBS

Architecture CER(in %)
Model Based Upon Shi et. al 11.00
Model Based Upon Shi et al + Attention 8.44
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Training and Validation loss at different places of attention module

6. Discussion

In the proposed study, the attention mechanism helped in identifying relevant features
in the given input image. We have experimentally found two possible positions where
this attention block can be plugged in. Through extensive experiments and as per the
graphs shown in Fig. 3, it is evident that the use of the attention mechanism before
the recurrent layers and after the CNN layer helps the model to converge quicker with
better accuracy. As shown in Fig. 3, with the same hyper-parameters for training, the
model learns better and converges quickly when the attention module is applied after
CNN layers.

7. Conclusion

In the present study, we have merged attention with two state-of-the-art NN systems
that are Flor et al. and a small version of Shi et al. We were able to achieve 4.15% CER
and 9.72% WER on the IAM dataset, and 7.07% CER and 16.14% WER on the GW
dataset. We have also observed a 23.17% improvement in CER from the base model by
applying attention module in the NN system similar to Shi et al. system. The accuracies
obtained after applying the attention module favour our hypothesis that attention helps
in learning the image features better. The position of applying the attention module is
a critical step to consider, which we addressed in the discussion section. In future, we
will work on extending this work to page or paragraph level.
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Abstract. The paper is aimed to improve person re-identification accuracy in distributed video surveil-
lance systems based on constructing a large joint image dataset of people for training convolutional
neural networks (CNN). For this aim, an analysis of existing datasets is provided. Then, a new large
joint dataset for person re-identification task is constructed that includes the existing public datasets
CUHK02, CUHK03, Market, Duke, MSMT17 and PolReID. Testing for re-identification is performed
for such frequently cited CNNs as ResNet-50, DenseNet121 and PCB. Re-identification accuracy is eval-
uated by using the main metrics Rank, mAP and mINP. The use of the new large joint dataset makes
it possible to improve Rank1 mAP, mINP on all test sets. Re-ranking is used to further increase the
re-identification accuracy. Presented results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Key words: convolution neural network, PolReID, re-identification, large-scale dataset, re-rank.

1. Introduction

Due to the widespread use of intelligent video surveillance systems, the task of re-
identifying a person in a distributed camera system is an urgent task. In general,
re-identification is the task of identifying the person you are looking for in a different
place or time using distributed video surveillance systems in a city [34]. Such a system
extracts features of the analyzed person and compares them with features of other per-
sons in the existing dataset. Finding and highlighting effective distinguishing features
manually is a long and time-consuming process, and for re-identification task, due to
the ambiguity of appearance from several angles, lighting variations, different camera
resolutions, occlusions, it would take an irrationally large amount of time [7]. That is
why the re-identification task remained unresolved for a long time. The recent achieve-
ments in the field of deep learning, in particular, the development of convolutional neural
networks (CNN) allowed to perform the re-identification process with sufficiently high
accuracy and in a reasonable time.

Despite the successful application of CNN for this task, a large number of problems
still have to be faced when developing a re-identification system. Feature extraction
is a difficult process in ReID system, due to the ambiguity of people appearance from
various angles, lighting variations, different camera resolutions, occlusions.
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CNN-based ReID systems are highly dependent on the size and quality of the datasets
used for training. It is obvious that the dataset must contain a large amount of various
data, and the larger the dataset, the more accurate the re-identification result will be.
It is also desirable to use a dataset that will have the maximum similarity to the data
that the re-identification algorithm will have to work with.

Also, the data for training and testing should be independent and identically dis-
tributed. However, experiments show that such models are well suited for a training set
and will perform poorly in an invisible domain [2].

This leads to the main problem: how to increase the training set without using
additional data? One of the ways to do it is to add augmentation tools such as reflection
vertically or horizontally, rotation, changes in brightness and contrast, color fluctuations
and others to the existing dataset. The use of data augmentation enables to diversify
the training set. With a small original dataset size, these transformations may also not
be enough to obtain satisfactory re-identification results. Increasing training sample size
and diversity can also be achieved by combining existing datasets.

So, the success of solving re-identification problem depends a lot from datasets that
will be used for network training. That’s why we detail consider this task here.

In this paper, we analyze the existing datasets and discuss a problem of increas-
ing a data volume for person re-identification task. Approaches for increasing images
number in datasets are described. Based on this analysis, we propose a new large joint
dataset for person re-identification task. Our dataset includes the existing public datasets
CUHK02, CUHK03, Market, Duke, MSMT17 and our collected PolReID. Testing for re-
identification was performed for such famous CNNs as ResNet-50, DenseNet121 and
PCB. Re-identification accuracy was evaluated by using the main metrics Rank, mAP
and mINP. The use of the new large joint dataset allowed us to improve Rank1 mAP,
mINP on all test sets.

2. Overview of datasets

It is known that if the training and test samples were obtained under the same video
surveillance conditions, then the re-identification accuracy is higher than if these con-
ditions are different. Such a problem is called domain shift [39], a partial solution of
which can be the several datasets combination [12,14,22]. This is increasing the variety
of training examples and allows to extract features that are more resistant to changes in
the domain.

Various re-identification systems types use different datasets. For research systems,
datasets are used that consist of individual person images – bounding boxes. The
largest scale of them are CUHK01 [19], CUHK02 [18], CUHK03 [20], Market-1501 [41],
DukeMTMC-ReID [25], MSMT17 [32]. For re-identification systems that use tempo-
ral information, sets include of people images obtained from several consecutive frames,
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Tab. 1. Comparative table of datasets for re-identification.

Dataset Number of cameras Number of persons Bounding boxes
PRW 6 932 34 304
CUHK-SYSU 6 8 432 96 143
MARS 6 1 261 1 191 003
LPW 3,4,4 2 731 592 438
Market1501 6 1 501 32 217
CUHN01 2 971 3 884
CUHN02 10 1 816 7 264
CUHN03 6 1 360 13 164
MSMT17 15 4 101 126 441
VIPeR 2 632 1 264
PRID 2 934 24 541
QMUL iLIDS 2 119 476
Airport 6 9 651 39 902
CUHK-PEDES – 13 003 80 412
ICFG-PEDES – 4 102 52 522
LR-PRID 2 100 200
LR-VIPeR 2 632 1 264
SYSU-MM01 6 491 38 271
RegDB 2 412 8 240
PKU-Sketch 2 200 400

tracklets. Tracklets are contained in such datasets as LPW [27], MARS [40]. More com-
plex re-identification systems assume that person must first be detected in the image
and only then identified. For such systems datasets are used, consisting of frames from
video surveillance cameras, for example PRW [42], CUHK-SYSU [35]. Comparison of
datasets is shown in Table 1.

Datasets CUHK02 and CUHK03 were generated on the University campus of Hong
Kong. Each image for each person is obtained from two cameras. CUHK02 had two
cameras at five different locations on campus, while CUHK03 had cameras installed
in pairs at three locations. CUHK02 includes 7264 images for 1816 persons, CUHK03
has 13 164 bounding boxes for 1360 IDs. Images are not divided into test and training
sets, and it is proposed to perform testing for images of 100 randomly selected persons,
and use the rest for training. A small number of video surveillance scenes, the images
number for each person, the random nature of the test images choice in each experiment
can be attributed to the shortcomings of these datasets, which were partially taken into
account when forming the Market-1501 dataset. Frames from six video surveillance
cameras were used to form it located near the supermarket at Tsinhua University. The
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dataset includes 32 668 images for 1501 people. In the test sample for 750 persons, there
are 19 732 bounding boxes, including 2739 distractors, and the remaining images are
assigned to the training sample. Distractors in Market-1501 include examples where the
detector mistook some objects for believable person images. Additionally, upon request,
500 000 distractors can be obtained under the same conditions as the labeled images.

DukeMTMC-ReID is a subset of the Duke Multi-Target Multi-Camera (MTMC)
dataset generated from video 85 minutes at 60 frames per second. Eight CCTV cameras
were used, located on the Duke University campus. Duke MTMC is designed for multi-
tracking and based on it is marked up for re-identification tasks. The algorithm is trained
on 16 522 images of 702 persons and 17 661 of 702 other identities for testing.

Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-ReID are based on the frame received from outdoor
security cameras, which limits the variety of lighting options to natural light only. This
was taken into account when developing the MSMT17 dataset. For its formation, frames
from twelve outdoor surveillance cameras and three cameras installed indoors were used.
Video recording was carried out at different day times for four days. Person number
in MSMT17 is 4101, for which there are 126 441 images. The training sample includes
32 621 images for 1041 people. The test sample includes 93 820 bounding boxes for
3060 persons.

For training and testing of heterogeneous re-identification systems special datasets
are used, where text (CUHK-PEDES [17], ICFG-PEDES [5]), a low-resolution image
(LR-PRID [21], LR-VIPeR [15]), an image from an infrared camera (SYSU-MM01 [33],
RegDB [23] or drawing (PKU-Sketch [24]).

The CUHK-PEDES dataset [17] combines five existing datasets, such as CUHK03 [20],
Market-1501 [41], dataset from [36], VIPeR [8] and CUHK01 [19], and each image is an-
notated with two text descriptions in English received from crowdsourcing employees,
which can be used as a query. The text contains information about the appearance
of a person, his actions, and poses. Each text description contains an average of 23.5
words. Another dataset for heterogeneous re-identification systems by text description
is the ICFG-PEDES dataset [5], which contains an average of 37.2 words with a more
detailed description of appearance than CUHK-PEDES, and is formed based on the
MSMT17 dataset [32].

The datasets LR-PRID [21], LR-VIPeR [15] are formed on the basis of images from
the datasets PRID [10] and VIPeR [8], respectively, and for each person there is a pair
of images, one of which has a low resolution and the other high. These datasets are used
for heterogeneous re-identification systems with images of different resolutions.

SYSU-MM01 [33] was obtained from two infrared and four RGB cameras. It contains
15 712 images from an infrared camera and 22 559 color images for 491 people. RegDB
dataset [23] includes 10 color images taken during the day and 10 thermal images from
a night IR camera for 412 people. Both sets are used in heterogeneous re-identification
systems with images from infrared and RGB cameras.
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In [24], a dataset is proposed, including two images from different cameras for two
hundred people, and one sketch for a person. To create sketches, volunteers were in-
volved, who described the people appearance to five artists, to train an open-world
cross-modality re-identification system. Sketch drawn according to the description is
used to search for a person whose photo is not in this system. Another dataset for open-
world re-identification systems is the MPR Drone [16], which differs from traditional
sets in that a flying drone camera takes people images. Since only one camera is used,
the whole set consists of two parts. The first part is marked up for 113 610 detected
bounding rectangles, and the second contains raw frames for the first part.

Paper [6] presents a large unlabeled LUPerson dataset for unsupervised training of
re-identification systems, which was created using more than seventy thousand street
videos from various cities, which includes more than four million images for two hundred
thousand people.

3. Re-identification for different algorithms and datasets

As we know the accuracy of a person re-identification in a distributed video surveillance
system is largely determined by the number and variety of the image database that is
used in CNN training. An images set obtained under the same conditions in the same
video surveillance system is called a domain. Such a set can be divided into two parts,
the first one is used for training (source domain), and the second one (target) is used for
testing. The target domain is invisible if it differs from the source. Each image in the
dataset is affected by a combination of factors, including camera resolution, the same
background, lighting conditions, and the person appearance.

Training on a single domain allows providing sufficiently high accuracy only for this
system. However, when using such a trained CNN for another domain that is unknown
(invisible) to the system, the re-identification accuracy will be significantly lower. Thus,
if datasets obtained under different conditions were used for training and testing, then
there is a problem of domain transfer (domain change) for real ReID systems. An increase
in accuracy can be provided by the search for new methods and algorithms, as well as
combining several datasets.

Domain adaptation approaches were considered in various papers. In [31] and [14]
training results are shown for different datasets composition. Analysis of results shows
that an increase in the training set has a positive effect on the re-identification accuracy.
Thus, in [31], adding MSMT17 to the synthetic dataset used as a training sample allows
increasing the re-identification accuracy by 12.7% in mAP for DukeMTMC-ReID. Data
inclusion from target domain into training sample allows increasing Rank1 for MSMT17
by more than 45% in [31]. Similarly, in [14], the use of target domain images for training
allows increasing mAP for Market-1501 from 33.9% to 82.3% and for DukeMTMC-ReID
from 33.6% to 73.2%. Maximum accuracy in mAP among the considered algorithms
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was achieved using the IDM algorithm [3,4] for the Market-1501 and MSMT17 datasets,
which became possible using the features of intermediate domains generated during the
learning process.

The JVTC approach [38] and the UnrealPerson synthetic dataset as training proved
to be the most effective when using DukeMTMC-ReID as the target domain. Table 2
shows an efficiency of cross-domain person re-identification for different datasets.

Tab. 2. Efficiency of person re-identification for different algorithms and datasets.

Algorithm Year Training dataset Metrics Testing Dataset
(%) Market Duke MSMT17

Open- 2020 RandPerson [31] mAP 28.8 27.1 6.3
ReID [31] Rank1 55.6 47.6 20.1

RandPerson [31] mAP 35.8 39.8 36.8
+MSMT17 Rank1 62.3 61.0 65.0

SNR [14] 2020 Market mAp 84.7 33.6 -
Rank1 94.4 55.1 -

Duke mAP 33.9 72.9 -
Rank1 66.7 84.4 -

Market+ mAP 82.3 73.2 -
Duke+CUHK+ Rank1 93.4 85.5 -
MTMC17

NRMT [39] 2020 Market mAP – 62.3 19.8
Rank1 – 78.1 43.7

Duke mAP 72.2 – 20.6
Rank1 88.0 – 45.2

CBN [38] 2021 UnrealPerson [38] mAP 54.3 49.4 15.3
Rank1 79.0 69.7 38.5

JVTC [38] 2021 UnrealPerson [38] mAP 80.2 75.2 34.8
Rank1 93.0 88.3 68.2

QAConv [30] 2022 ClonedPerson [30] mAP 21.8 – 18.5
Rank1 22.6 – 49.1

IDM [3] 2022 Market mAp – 73.2 40.2
Rank1 – 85.5 69.9

Duke mAP 85.3 – 40.5
Rank1 94.2 – 69.5

MSMT17 mAP 85.2 73.6 -
Rank1 94.1 84.6 -
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4. New large joint ReID dataset

At the first stage, we significantly increased the PolReID dataset [12] from 5609 images
for 54 people to 52 035 bounding boxes for 657 people [13]. The training set includes 397
identities (32 516 bounding boxes), test sample – 259 IDs (19519 images). Examples of
images are shown in Fig. 1. Statistical information for PolReID composition is given in
Tab. 3.

To form PolReID, video sequences were obtained, the total duration of which was
8 hours 1 minute 53 seconds. Cameras in different locations from several angles took each
person images. Various camera number from two to nine carried out video surveillance.
In total, 839 ways of placing cameras with different characteristics (resolution, frames
number per second) were used to create the set. Video surveillance was carried out under
dissimilar weather conditions for four seasons. The cameras were installed indoors with
natural and artificial lighting, outdoors for all day. The presence of various attributes in
people in the form of bags, packages, backpacks, briefcases, grocery baskets, scarves, hats,

Fig. 1. Some images from PolReID dataset.
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Tab. 3. PolReID composition.

Characteristic Number of persons
Gender Male 440

Female 217
Age 18–30 years 524

Over 30 133
Season Summer 95

Autumn and Spring 274
Winter 288

Shooting conditions Indoors 340
Outdoors 214
Outdoors and 103
indoors 103

Mask availability Masked 177
Without mask 447
Masked and unmasked 33

glasses, folders for papers, notebooks, phones, headphones, food and drinks changes over
time, which makes it possible to study and take into account minor appearance changes.
The person detection on frames and the formation of bounding boxes were performed
using the YOLOv4 CNN [1,29].

At the second stage, to increase training sample size and diversity, several common
datasets were combined, such as CUHK02, CUHK03, Market-1501, DukeMTMC-ReID,
MSMT17 and PolReID.

When merging several datasets, one has to face such difficulties as various file names
in sets, sundry names and location of directories. In this regard, when adding each
new set to the training sample, a separate software implementation of the renaming
process all files and placing them in the appropriate folders was developed. The training
set includes images from such directories as “train” and “train_all” (Fig. 2). Directory
“train_all” includes also instance validation images to determine the accuracy in the
training process. Each file has the same name format, and a character “_” separates
each value. For example, in Fig. 2 two images of a person are shown. According to the
first file name 00007_c01s06_028546_04.jpg, we can say that this is a person whose ID is
00007, obtained from frame 28546 of the sixth video sequence from the first surveillance
camera. In total, four different people were present in this frame. For the second file,
whose name is 00007_c02s03_071052_01.jpg, we can say that this is an image of the
same person, but it was taken from frame number 71 052 in the third sequence from the
second surveillance camera. The total images number in the training set of the joint
dataset was 115 956 bounding boxes for 6174 people.
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Fig. 2. The structure of the joint training dataset.

5. Metrics for re-identification

Choice of metrics is critical task for evaluating re-identification results. The most com-
mon group of metrics is RankN, which includes Rank1, Rank5, Rank10, and mAP.

RankN group characterizes ranking quality and shows the percentage of queries num-
ber for which the correct result was among the first N results. Accordingly, Rank1
metric shows the queries percentage for which the first candidate image ID matches the
query ID. If N = 5, then Rank5 shows the queries percentage for which among the first
five given candidate images there was a correct solution. For the first ten candidate
images are considered. To calculate RankN, the number sum ratio queries for which the
correct solution was found among the first returned results to the total queries number Q
is determined:

RankN =

∑
Ki,N

Q
, (1)

where i – query number, Ki,N – i-th query for which the correct solution was found
among the first N returned results.

Metric mAP estimates the mean value of the average precision for all queries and is
calculated with the formula:

mAP =
1

Q

Q∑
i=1

APi , (2)

where Q – the total number of queries, AP – average precision defined as the area under
the precision-recall curve, where pr = TP

TP+FP – precision, TP – number of true positive
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identifications or simply true positive, FP – false positive, rc = TP
TP+FN – recall, FN –

false negative.
In re-identification systems, it is a priority that the correct predictions are at the

beginning of ranked list and have as few false predictions as possible. It should be noted
that RankN and mAP metrics do not reflect the difficulty of finding correctly identified
person images for a request. With the same Rank metrics for different requests, the AP
accuracy for them may differ. To take into account the search for the hardest match
correct predictions, mINP (mean Inverse Negative Penalty) metric is proposed in [37].
Analysis of this metric makes it possible to eliminate the dominance of light matches
that affect the Rank and mAP metrics. Additional metrics are introduced for calculation
mINP: Negative Penalty (NP) assigned for incorrect predictions for the i-th query and
reducing correct re-identification probability if the most difficult match is incorrectly
found and Inverse Negative Penalty (INP) – the reciprocal for NP. Growth NP indicates
an improvement in system performance. mINP characterizes the average INP value for
all requests and is calculated as:

mINP =
1

Q

∑
i

(1−NPi) =
1

Q

∑
i

(
1− Rhard

i − |Gi|
Rhard

i

)
=

1

Q

∑
i

|Gi|
Rhard

i

, (3)

where Q – total number of queries, NPi =
Rhard

i −|Gi|
Rhard

i

– Negative Penalty, Rhard
i – position

of hardest correct prediction, |Gi| – total correct predictions number for the query.
INP enables to evaluate all correct matches finding complexity. The larger this value,

the better the system is at finding all people with the same ID. Accordingly, one should
strive to reduce NP and reduce the distance from ranking list beginning to position of
the most difficult image to search for, which may be incorrectly identified.

6. Training and testing

To test re-identification task in our experiments, we used the algorithm from [43, 44].
Training on datasets was carried out for 60 epochs at learning rate of 0.05 and batch
size of 32. During the learning process from 30 to 50 epochs fluctuations have been
observed around in the Top1 error minimum. Top1 error rate indicates how many times
the CNN has predicted the correct label with the highest probability. Therefore, to get
as close as possible to the minimum of the function after epoch 40, the learning rate
should be decreased by a factor of 0.1. Figure 3 shows Top1 error graphs during training
the re-identification model.

The work [26] considered only the effect of reducing the learning rate on the value
of the loss function. Experimental results for the re-identification accuracy for several
datasets and CNN are presented in Table 4. Three CNN DenseNet-121 [11], ResNet-
50 [9], PCB [28] have been used for feature extraction.
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a b c
Fig. 3. Top1 error graphs of training and validation. (a) For DenseNet-121; (b) For ResNet-50;

(c) For PCB.

Tab. 4. Experimental results for different datasets and CNN.

Dataset Dataset for test
for Market-1501 DukeMTMC- PolReID
train ReID

M
et

ri
cs

D
en

se
N

et

R
es

N
et

P
C

B

D
en

se
N

et

R
es

N
et

P
C

B

D
en

se
N

et

R
es

N
et

P
C

B

Market Rank1(%) 88.9 83.3 92.7 37.2 30.6 40.4 63.7 57.6 62.6
-1501 mAP(%) 73.0 71.2 77.7 20.2 15.9 22.2 34.6 29.4 35.3

mINP 0.41 0.39 0.4 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.05
Duke Rank1(%) 49.2 43.9 55.1 81.5 79.0 84.9 74.2 67.9 72.2
MTMC mAP(%) 21.7 18.9 25.9 64.8 62.4 70.3 43.4 37.2 40.8
-ReID mINP 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.27 0.25 0.30 0.08 0.06 0.07
MSMT Rank1(%) 54.2 48.5 55.5 55.6 50.8 54.4 83.6 79.7 86.4
17 mAP(%) 26.4 22.8 25.7 34.5 30.8 33.3 58.1 52.9 60.6

mINP 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.13 0.11 0.14
PolReID Rank1(%) 49.7 39.7 47.4 54.8 47.6 51.1 93.9 91.2 94.2

mAP(%) 24.7 18.2 21.1 33.2 27.2 29.2 77.4 74.2 83.3
mINP 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.27 0.25 0.34

Presen- Rank1(%) 94.1 92.1 93.1 86.5 84.2 86.4 95.3 94.1 95.4
ted mAP(%) 83.3 80.6 81.6 74.0 71.2 73.9 83.8 80.9 84.7
Dataset mINP 0.57 0.51 0.49 0.39 0.35 0.37 0.35 0.32 0.35
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Experiments had two stages. At the first stage, unlike [26] CNN training is carried out
not only on Market-1501, DukeMTMC-ReID, MSMT17, but also on PolReID dataset,
and accuracy is assessed using three metrics as mAP, Rank1, and mINP. The tests
were performed for different domains. The obtained results show that re-identification
accuracy decreases significantly for invisible domains. The maximal values of Rank1,
mAP and mINP metrics for cross-domain re-identification have been obtained by train-
ing on dataset MSMT17 and testing on PolReID, Rank1 = 86.38%, mAP = 60.62%,
mINP = 0.142.

This can be explained by the fact that MSMT17 includes the largest number of
people images, which were obtained under different conditions (Tab. 1). PolReID and
MSMT17 include data obtained by indoor and outdoor surveillance cameras, by using
various lighting and weather conditions, etc.

At the second stage, a large joint set that included CUHK02, CUHK03, Market-
1501, DukeMTMC-ReID, PolReID, MSMT17 was used for training. The training and
test samples do not overlap. This approach allowed increasing re-identification accuracy
for all three metrics. Maximum values were obtained for PolReID: Rank1 = 95.41%,
mAP = 84.74%, mINP = 0.345. In [12], the joined training set was also used, and
despite the fact that its size was larger (8 690 IDs/537 109 images), the results in the
current experiment turned out to be better for similar test sets. This is primarily due
to the fact that in [12] the LPW dataset [27] consisting of tracklets was included in the
training set. A large images number with similar features led to an uneven distribution
of the training examples variety.

PCB network is the most effective when the source and target domains match, as
well as for PolReID and Market1501 for cross-domain re-identification. DenseNet-121
is the most effective for DukeMTMC-ReID, Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-ReID when
trained on a jointed dataset.

Another key difference from [26] is that re-ranking is performed to further improve
the accuracy of re-identification [45]. The k-inverse feature vector is computed for the
image. To calculate it, k-inverse nearest neighbors are used by the Jaccard distance:

d(p, gi) = 1− |R∗(p, k) ∩R∗(gi, k)|
|R∗(p, k) ∪R∗(gi, k)|

, (4)

where R∗(p, k) and R∗(gi, k) – k -reciprocal nearest neighbors, p – query, g – gallery
image.

Therefore, it is of interest to study this approach for the used CNN and datasets.
However, PCB conducts uniform partition on the conv-layer for learning part-level fea-
tures. It does not explicitly partition the images.

After passing through the network, the feature vector enters the classification layer.
During testing, pieces are concatenated to form the final descriptor of the input image.
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Tab. 5. Experimental results for person re-identification with re-rank.

Dataset for train Dataset for test
Market-1501 DukeMTMC- PolReID

ReID
M

et
ri

cs

D
en

se
N

et

R
es

N
et

D
en

se
N

et

R
es

N
et

D
en

se
N

et

R
es

N
et

Market-1501 Rank1(%) 91.75 90.83 44.30 36.49 68.65 60.27
mAP(%) 86.52 84.92 33.57 25.80 46.09 39.53
mINP 0.709 0.675 0.094 0.064 0.125 0.092

DukeMTMC-ReID Rank1(%) 53.15 47.68 85.55 83.03 77.92 72.20
mAP(%) 32.95 27.46 80.82 78.11 56.41 48.65
mINP 0.098 0.068 0.567 0.526 0.155 0.116

MSMT17 Rank1(%) 58.58 52.02 61.89 57.99 87.27 83.24
mAP(%) 39.23 33.18 51.06 46.33 71.31 65.96
mINP 0.146 0.112 0.188 0.159 0.250 0.211

PolReID Rank1(%) 53.95 43.71 61.98 54.26 94.44 91.86
mAP(%) 35.25 25.80 49.44 41.83 85.23 82.42
mINP 0.115 0.066 0.162 0.121 0.403 0.390

Presented Dataset Rank1(%) 94.80 94.12 88.73 87.34 96.45 95.57
mAP(%) 92.01 90.41 86.03 84.04 90.85 88.77
mINP 0.833 0.788 0.663 0.613 0.495 0.457

This makes the CNN sensitive to the content of each part and leads to significant errors
when searching for the k-reciprocal nearest neighbors to the query image.

The increase in mINP indicates that image number at rank list top has increased. The
growth of this metric indicates the positive impact of this approach on re-identification
(Tabs. 4 and 5).

Table 5 shows re-rank tests results only for the DenseNet-121 and ResNet-50 re-
rank. The most efficient CNN using re-rank based on test results is DenseNet-121.
Training on the joint dataset increased the accuracy scores for PolReID Rank1 = 96.45%,
mAP = 90.85%, mINP = 0.495.

In [14] for the jointed set including Market-1501, DukeMTMC-ReID, CUHK and
MSMT17 research was performed: for Market-1501 Rank1 = 93.4%, mAP = 82.3%, for
DukeMTMC-ReID metrics Rank1 = 85.5, mAP = 73.2.

Our approach for Market-1501 dataset increases to Rank1 = 94.80%, mAP = 92.01%
and for DukeMTMC-ReID to Rank1 = 88.73%, mAP = 86.03% (Tab. 5). Thus, the pro-
posed approach makes it possible to obtain improved accuracy for people re-identification.
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7. Conclusion

Convolutional neural networks are now widely used for video person re-identification
task. However, to reach a good result, the networks must be appropriately trained. The
success of solving re-identification task depends a lot on datasets that are used for
training. That is why this task was analyzed in detail in our present paper.

We analyzed various existed datasets and their size and composition. A number of
experiments with different size of datasets have been performed. Then, we considered
a problem of forming a large dataset and propose a large joint dataset for person re-
identification. This dataset includes the existed datasets CUHK02, CUHK03, Market,
Duke, MSMT17 and our collected PolReID. The obtained unified dataset includes 6174
identifiers and 115 956 images.

The proposed new large dataset allows to improve re-identification metrics on all test
sets. For further increasing the re-identification accuracy, we used re-rankings. The most
efficient CNN using re-rank after training by presented dataset based on test results is
DenseNet-121. We achieve for Market-1501 dataset 94.80% on Rank1, 92.01% on mAP,
0.833 on mINP and for DukeMTMC-ReID 88.73% on Rank1, 86.03% on mAP, 0.833 on
mINP = 0.663 after re-rank. Training on the joint dataset and re-rank increased the
accuracy scores for PolReID to Rank1 = 96.45%, mAP = 90.85%, mINP = 0.495.
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